The Institute of Education Sciences (IES) publishes practice guides in education to bring the best available evidence and expertise to bear on the types of challenges that cannot currently be addressed by a single intervention or program. Authors of practice guides seldom conduct the types of systematic literature searches that are the backbone of a meta-analysis, although they take advantage of such work when it is already published. Instead, authors use their expertise to identify the most important research with respect to their recommendations and conduct a search of recent publications to ensure that the research supporting the recommendations is up-to-date.

Unique to IES-sponsored practice guides is that they are subjected to rigorous external peer review through the same office that is responsible for independent reviews of other IES publications. A critical task for peer reviewers of a practice guide is to determine whether the evidence cited in support of particular recommendations is up-to-date and that studies of similar or better quality that point in a different direction have not been ignored. Because practice guides depend on the expertise of their authors and their group decision making, the content of a practice guide is not and should not be viewed as a set of recommendations that in every case depends on and flows inevitably from scientific research.

The goal of this practice guide is to formulate specific and coherent evidence-based recommendations for use by educators and education administrators to create the organizational conditions necessary to make decisions using student achievement data in classrooms, schools, and districts. The guide provides practical, clear information on critical topics related to data-based decision making and is based on the best available evidence as judged by the panel. Recommendations presented in this guide should not be construed to imply that no further research is warranted on the effectiveness of particular strategies for data-based decision making.
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Introduction

As educators face increasing pressure from federal, state, and local accountability policies to improve student achievement, the use of data has become more central to how many educators evaluate their practices and monitor students’ academic progress. Despite this trend, questions about how educators should use data to make instructional decisions remain mostly unanswered. In response, this guide provides a framework for using student achievement data to support instructional decision making. These decisions include, but are not limited to, how to adapt lessons or assignments in response to students’ needs, alter classroom goals or objectives, or modify student-grouping arrangements. The guide also provides recommendations for creating the organizational and technological conditions that foster effective data use. Each recommendation describes action steps for implementation, as well as suggestions for addressing obstacles that may impede progress. In adopting this framework, educators will be best served by implementing the recommendations in this guide together rather than individually.

The recommendations reflect both the expertise of the panelists and the findings from several types of studies, including studies that use causal designs to examine the effectiveness of data use interventions, case studies of schools and districts that have made data-use a priority, and observations from other experts in the field. The research base for this guide was identified through a comprehensive search for studies evaluating academically oriented data-based decision-making interventions and practices. An initial search for literature related to data use to support instructional decision making in the past 20 years yielded more than 490 citations. Of these, 64 used experimental, quasi-experimental, and single subject designs to examine whether data use leads to increases in student achievement. Among the studies ultimately relevant to the panel’s recommendations, only six meet the causal validity standards of the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) and were related to the panel’s recommendations.

To indicate the strength of evidence supporting each recommendation, the panel relied on the WWC standards for determining levels of evidence, described below and in Table 1. It is important for the reader to remember that the level of evidence rating is not a judgment by the panel on how effective each of these recommended practices will be when implemented, nor is it a judgment of what prior research has to say about the effectiveness of these practices. The level of evidence ratings reflect the panel’s judgment of the validity of the existing literature to support a causal claim that when these practices have been implemented in the past, positive effects on student academic outcomes were observed. They do not reflect judgments of the relative strength of these positive effects or the relative importance of the individual recommendations.

A **strong** rating refers to consistent and generalizable evidence that an intervention strategy or program improves outcomes.

A **moderate** rating refers either to evidence from studies that allow strong causal conclusions but cannot be generalized with assurance to the population on which a recommendation is focused (perhaps because the findings have not been widely

---


3. Following WWC guidelines, improved outcomes are indicated by either a positive, statistically significant effect or a positive, substantively important effect size (i.e., greater than 0.25).
replicated) or to evidence from studies that are generalizable but have more causal ambiguity than that offered by experimental designs (e.g., statistical models of correlational data or group comparison designs for which equivalence of the groups at pretest is uncertain).

A low rating refers to evidence either from studies such as case studies and descriptive studies that do not meet the standards for moderate or strong evidence or from expert opinion based on reasonable extrapolations from research and theory. A low level of evidence rating indicates that the panel did not identify a body of research demonstrating effects of implementing the recommended practice on student achievement. The lack of a body of valid evidence may simply mean that the recommended practices are not feasible or are difficult to study in a rigorous, experimental fashion. In other cases, it means that researchers have not yet studied a practice or that there is weak or conflicting evidence of effectiveness. Policy interest in topics of current study thus can arise before a research base has accumulated on which recommendations can be based.

Under these circumstances, the panel examined the research it identified on the topic and combined findings from that research with its professional expertise and judgments to arrive at recommendations. However, that a recommendation has a low level of evidence should not be interpreted as indicating that the panel believes the recommendation is unimportant. The panel has decided that all five recommendations are important and, in fact, encourages educators to implement all of them to the extent that state and district resources and capacity allow.

**Table 1. Institute of Education Sciences levels of evidence for practice guides**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description and Operationalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Strong** | In general, characterization of the evidence for a recommendation as strong requires both studies with high internal validity (i.e., studies whose designs can support causal conclusions) and studies with high external validity (i.e., studies that in total include enough of the range of participants and settings on which the recommendation is focused to support the conclusion that the results can be generalized to those participants and settings). Strong evidence for this practice guide is operationalized as:  
  - A systematic review of research that generally meets WWC standards (see [http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/](http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/)) and supports the effectiveness of a program, practice, or approach with no contradictory evidence of similar quality; OR  
  - Several well-designed, randomized controlled trials or well-designed quasi-experiments that generally meet WWC standards and support the effectiveness of a program, practice, or approach, with no contradictory evidence of similar quality; OR  
  - One large, well-designed, randomized controlled, multisite trial that meets WWC standards and supports the effectiveness of a program, practice, or approach, with no contradictory evidence of similar quality; OR  
  - For assessments, evidence of reliability and validity that meets the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing.\(^a\) |
| **Moderate** | In general, characterization of the evidence for a recommendation as moderate requires studies with high internal validity but moderate external validity or studies with high external validity but moderate internal validity. In other words, moderate evidence is derived from studies that support strong causal conclusions but generalization is uncertain or studies that support the generality of a relationship but the causality is uncertain. Moderate evidence for this practice guide is operationalized as:  
  - Experiments or quasi-experiments generally meeting WWC standards and supporting the effectiveness of a program, practice, or approach with small sample sizes and/or other conditions of implementation or analysis that limit generalizability and no contrary evidence; OR  
  - Comparison group studies that do not demonstrate equivalence of groups at pretest and, therefore, do not meet WWC standards but that (1) consistently show enhanced outcomes for participants experiencing a particular program, practice, or approach and (2) have no major flaws related to internal validity other than lack of demonstrated equivalence at pretest (e.g., only one teacher or one class per condition, unequal amounts of instructional time, highly biased outcome measures); OR  
  - Correlational research with strong statistical controls for selection bias and for discerning influence of endogenous factors and no contrary evidence; OR  
  - For assessments, evidence of reliability that meets the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing\(^b\) but with evidence of validity from samples not adequately representative of the population on which the recommendation is focused. |
| **Low** | In general, characterization of the evidence for a recommendation as low means that the recommendation is based on expert opinion derived from strong findings or theories in related areas and/or expert opinion buttressed by direct evidence that does not rise to the moderate or strong level. Low evidence is operationalized as evidence not meeting the standards for the moderate or strong level. |

\(^b\) Ibid.
The What Works Clearinghouse standards and their relevance to this guide

In terms of the levels of evidence indicated in Table 1, the panel relied on WWC evidence standards to assess the quality of evidence supporting educational programs and practices. The WWC evaluates evidence for the causal validity of instructional programs and practices according to WWC standards. Information about these standards is available at http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/pdf/wwc_version1_standards.pdf. The technical quality of each study is rated and placed into one of three categories:

- **Meets Evidence Standards** for randomized controlled trials and regression discontinuity studies that provide the strongest evidence of causal validity.

- **Meets Evidence Standards with Reservations** for all quasi-experimental studies with no design flaws and randomized controlled trials that have problems with randomization, attrition, or disruption.

- **Does Not Meet Evidence Screens** for studies that do not provide strong evidence of causal validity.

Following the recommendations and suggestions for carrying out the recommendations, Appendix D presents more information on the research evidence that supports each recommendation.

The panel would like to thank Cassandra Pickens, Emily Sama Martin, Dr. Jennifer L. Steele, and Mathematica and RAND staff members who participated in the panel meetings, characterized the research findings, and drafted the guide. We also appreciate the help of the many WWC reviewers who contributed their time and expertise to the review process, and Sarah Wissel for her support of the intricate logistics of the project. In addition, we would like to thank Scott Cody, Kristin Hallgren, Dr. Shannon Monahan, and Dr. Mark Dynarski for their oversight and guidance during the development of the practice guide.
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Overview

Recent changes in accountability and testing policies have provided educators with access to an abundance of student-level data, and the availability of such data has led many to want to strengthen the role of data for guiding instruction and improving student learning. The U.S. Department of Education recently echoed this desire, calling upon schools to use assessment data to respond to students’ academic strengths and needs.5 In addition, spurred in part by federal legislation and funding, states and districts are increasingly focused on building longitudinal data systems.6

Although accountability trends explain why more data are available in schools, the question of what to do with the data remains primarily unanswered. Data provide a way to assess what students are learning and the extent to which students are making progress toward goals. However, making sense of data requires concepts, theories, and interpretative frames of reference.7 Using data systematically to ask questions and obtain insight about student progress is a logical way to monitor continuous improvement and tailor instruction to the needs of each student. Armed with data and the means to harness the information data can provide, educators can make instructional changes aimed at improving student achievement, such as:

- prioritizing instructional time;8
- targeting additional individual instruction for students who are struggling with particular topics;9
- more easily identifying individual students’ strengths and instructional interventions that can help students continue to progress;10
- gauging the instructional effectiveness of classroom lessons;11
- refining instructional methods;12 and
- examining schoolwide data to consider whether and how to adapt the curriculum based on information about students’ strengths and weaknesses.13

Scope of the practice guide

The purpose of this practice guide is to help K–12 teachers and administrators use student achievement data to make instructional decisions intended to raise student achievement. The panel believes that the responsibility for effective data use lies with district leaders, school administrators, and classroom teachers and has crafted the recommendations accordingly.

This guide focuses on how schools can make use of common assessment data to improve teaching and learning. For the purpose of this guide, the panel defined common assessments as those that are administered in a routine, consistent manner by a state, district, or school to measure students’ academic achievement. These include

- annual statewide accountability tests such as those required by No Child Left Behind;
- commercially produced tests—including interim assessments, benchmark assessments, or early-grade reading assessments—administered at multiple points throughout the school year to provide feedback on student learning;
- end-of-course tests administered across schools or districts; and
- interim tests developed by districts or schools, such as quarterly writing or mathematics prompts, as long as these are administered consistently and routinely to provide information that can be compared across classrooms or schools.

Annual and interim assessments vary considerably in their reliability and level of detail, and no single assessment can tell educators all they need to know to make well-informed instructional decisions. For this reason, the guide emphasizes the use of multiple data sources and suggests ways to use different types of common assessment data to support and inform decision making. The panel recognizes the value of classroom-specific data sources, such as tests or other student work, and the guide provides suggestions for how these data can be used to inform instructional decisions.

The use of data for school management purposes, rewarding teacher performance, and determining appropriate ways to schedule the school day is beyond the scope of this guide. Schools typically collect data on students’ attendance, behavior, activities, coursework, and grades, as well as a range of administrative data concerning staffing, scheduling, and financing. Some schools even collect perceptual data, such as information from surveys or focus groups with students, teachers, parents, or community members. Although many of these data have been used to help inform instructional decision making, there is a growing interest among educators and policy advocates in drawing on these data sources to increase operational efficiency inside and outside of the classroom. This guide does not suggest how districts should use these data sources to implement data-informed management practices, but this omission should not be construed as a suggestion that such data are not valuable for decision making.

Status of the research

Overall, the panel believes that the existing research on using data to make
instructional decisions does not yet provide conclusive evidence of what works to improve student achievement. There are a number of reasons for the lack of compelling evidence. First, rigorous experimental studies of some data-use practices are difficult or infeasible to carry out. For example, it would be impractical to structure a rigorous study investigating the effects of implementing a districtwide data system (recommendation 5) because it is difficult to establish an appropriate comparison that reflects what would have happened in the absence of that system. Second, data-based decision making is closely tied to educational technology. As new technologies are developed, there is often a lag before rigorous research can identify the impacts of those technologies. As a result, there is limited evidence on the effectiveness of the state-of-the-art in data-based decision making. Finally, studies of data-use practices generally look at a bundle of elements, including training teachers on data use, data interpretation, and utilizing the software programs associated with data analysis and storage. Studies typically do not look at individual elements, making it difficult to isolate a specific element’s contribution to effective use of data to make instructional decisions designed to improve student achievement.

This guide includes five recommendations that the panel believes are a priority to implement. However, given the status of the research, the panel does not have compelling evidence that these recommendations lead to improved student outcomes. As a result, all of the recommendations are supported by low levels of evidence. While the evidence is low, the recommendations reflect the panel’s best advice—informed by experience and research—on how teachers and administrators can use data to make instructional decisions that raise student achievement. In other words, while this panel of experts believes these practices will lead to improved student achievement, the panel cannot point to rigorous research that proves the practices do improve student achievement.

Summary of the recommendations

The recommendations in this guide create a framework for effectively using data to make instructional decisions. This framework should include a data system that incorporates data from various sources, a data team in schools to encourage the use and interpretation of data, collaborative discussion sessions among teachers about data use and student achievement, and instruction for students about how to use their own achievement data to set and monitor educational goals. A central message of this practice guide is that effective data practices are interdependent among the classroom, school, and district levels. Educators should become familiar with all five recommendations and collaborate with other school and district staff to implement the recommendations concurrently, to the extent that state and district resources and capacity allow. However, readers who are interested in implementing data-driven recommendations in the classroom should focus on recommendations 1 and 2. Readers who wish to implement data-driven decision making at the school level should focus on recommendations 3 and 4. Readers who wish to bolster district data systems to support data-driven decision making should focus on recommendation 5. Finally, readers interested in technical information about studies that the panel used to support its recommendations will find such information in Appendix D.

To account for the context of each school and district, this guide offers recommendations that can be adjusted to fit their unique circumstances. Examples in this guide are intended to offer suggestions based on the experiences of schools and the expert opinion of the panel, but they should not be construed as the best or only ways to implement the guide’s recommendations. The recommendations, described
Recommendations 1 and 2 emphasize the use of data to inform classroom-level instructional decisions. Recommendation 1 suggests that teachers use data from multiple sources to set goals, make curricular and instructional choices, and allocate instructional time. It describes the data sources best suited for different types of instructional decisions and suggests that the use of data be part of a cycle of instructional inquiry aimed at ongoing instructional improvement. Building on the use of data to drive classroom-based instructional decisions, recommendation 2 provides guidance about how teachers can instruct students in using their own assessment data to develop personal achievement goals and guide learning. Teachers then can use these goals to better understand factors that may motivate student performance and can adjust their instruction accordingly.

The panel believes that effective data use at the classroom level is more likely to emerge when it is supported by a data-informed school and district culture. Recommendations 3, 4, and 5, therefore, focus on the organizational and technological conditions that support data use. Recommendation 3 suggests that school leaders establish a comprehensive plan for data use that takes into account multiple perspectives. It also emphasizes the need to establish organizational structures and practices that support the implementation of that plan.

The panel believes that effective data use depends on supporting educators who are using and interpreting data. Recommendation 4 offers suggestions about how schools and districts can prepare educators to use data effectively by emphasizing the importance of collaborative data use. These collaboration efforts can create or strengthen shared expectations and common practices regarding data use throughout a school.

Recommendation 5 points out that effective, sustainable data use requires a secure and reliable data-management system at the district level. It provides detailed suggestions about how districts or other educational entities, such as multidistrict collaboratives or charter management organizations, should develop and maintain a high-quality data system.
Checklist for carrying out the recommendations

Recommendation 1. Make data part of an ongoing cycle of instructional improvement

☐ Collect and prepare a variety of data about student learning.

☐ Interpret data and develop hypotheses about how to improve student learning.

☐ Modify instruction to test hypotheses and increase student learning.

Recommendation 2. Teach students to examine their own data and set learning goals

☐ Explain expectations and assessment criteria.

☐ Provide feedback to students that is timely, specific, well formatted, and constructive.

☐ Provide tools that help students learn from feedback.

☐ Use students’ data analyses to guide instructional changes.

Recommendation 3. Establish a clear vision for schoolwide data use

☐ Establish a schoolwide data team that sets the tone for ongoing data use.

☐ Define critical teaching and learning concepts.

☐ Develop a written plan that articulates activities, roles, and responsibilities.

☐ Provide ongoing data leadership.

Recommendation 4. Provide supports that foster a data-driven culture within the school

☐ Designate a school-based facilitator who meets with teacher teams to discuss data.

☐ Dedicate structured time for staff collaboration.

☐ Provide targeted professional development regularly.

Recommendation 5. Develop and maintain a districtwide data system

☐ Involve a variety of stakeholders in selecting a data system.

☐ Clearly articulate system requirements relative to user needs.

☐ Determine whether to build or buy the data system.

☐ Plan and stage the implementation of the data system.
Recommendation 1. Make data part of an ongoing cycle of instructional improvement

Teachers should adopt a systematic process for using data in order to bring evidence to bear on their instructional decisions and improve their ability to meet students’ learning needs. The process of using data to improve instruction, the panel believes, can be understood as cyclical (see Figure 1). It includes a step for collecting and preparing data about student learning from a variety of relevant sources, including annual, interim, and classroom assessment data. After preparing data for examination, teachers should interpret the data and develop hypotheses about factors contributing to students’ performance and the specific actions they can take to meet students’ needs. Teachers then should test these hypotheses by implementing changes to their instructional practice. Finally, they should restart the cycle by collecting and interpreting new student performance data to evaluate their own instructional changes.

Because the data-use process is cyclical, teachers actually can begin at any point shown in Figure 1—that is, with a hypothesis they want to test, an instructional modification they want to evaluate, or a set of student performance data they want to use to inform their decisions. However, the panel has observed that teachers are sometimes asked to use existing student assessment data without receiving clear guidance on how to do so. Consequently, some teachers may find it useful to begin with the collection and preparation of data from a variety of sources, and this guide presents that as the first step in the process. Also, although the steps represent the ongoing nature of the cycle, teachers may find that they need a considerable amount of data collection and interpretation to form strong hypotheses about how to change their instruction.

Level of evidence: Low

The panel drew on a group of qualitative and descriptive studies to formulate this recommendation, using the studies as sources of examples for how an inquiry cycle for data use can be implemented in an educational setting. No literature was located that

---

15. Halverson, Pritchett, and Watson (2007), Herman and Gribbons (2001), Huffman and Kalnin (2003), and Fiarman (2007) outline these components (in varied order) in their case studies of how the inquiry process was implemented in some school and district settings. Similarly, Abbott (2008) discusses using data to assess, plan, implement, and evaluate instructional changes as part of a larger framework schools should use to achieve accountability. Further detail under each component is based on panelist expertise.

16. Abbott (2008); Brunner et al. (2005); Halverson, Pritchett, and Watson (2007); Kerr et al. (2006); Liddle (2000); Mandinach et al. (2005).
assesses the impact on student achievement of using an inquiry cycle, or individual steps within that cycle, as a framework for data analysis, however, and the panel determined that the level of evidence to support this recommendation is low.

**Brief summary of evidence to support the recommendation**

The panel considers the inquiry cycle of gathering data, developing and testing hypotheses, and modifying instruction to be fundamental when using assessment data to guide instruction. Although no causal evidence is available to support the effectiveness of this cycle, the panel draws on studies that did not use rigorous designs for examples of the three-point cycle of inquiry—the underlying principle of this recommendation—and provides some detail on the context for those examples in Appendix D.

**How to carry out this recommendation**

1. Collect and prepare a variety of data about student learning.

To gain a robust understanding of students’ learning needs, teachers need to collect data from a variety of sources. Such sources include but are not limited to annual state assessments, district and school assessments, curriculum-based assessments, chapter tests, and classroom projects. In most cases, teachers and their schools already are gathering these kinds of data, so carrying out data collection depends on considering the strengths, limitations, and timing of each data type and on preparing data in a format that can reveal patterns in student achievement. Moreover, by focusing on specific questions about student achievement, educators can prioritize which types of data to gather to inform their instructional decisions. Each assessment type has advantages and limitations (e.g., high-stakes accountability tests may be subject to score inflation and may lead to perverse incentives). Therefore, the panel believes that multiple data sources are important because no single assessment provides all the information teachers need to make informed instructional decisions. For instance, as teachers begin the data-use process for the first time or begin a new school year, the accessibility and high-stakes importance of students’ statewide, annual assessment results provide a rationale for looking closely at these data. Moreover, these annual assessment data can be useful for understanding broad areas of relative strengths and weaknesses among students, for identifying students or groups of students who may need particular support, and for setting schoolwide, classroom, grade-level, or department-level goals for students’ annual performance. However, teachers also should recognize that significant time may have passed between the administration of these annual assessments and the beginning of the school year, and students’ knowledge and skills may have changed during that time. It is important to gather additional information at the beginning of the year to supplement statewide test results. In addition, the panel cautions that overreliance on a single data source, such as a high-stakes accountability test, can lead to the overalignment of instructional practices with that test (sometimes called “teaching to the test”), resulting in false gains that are not reflected on other assessments of the same content.

---

17. Bigger (2006); Cromey and Hanson (2000); Herman and Gribbons (2001); Huffman and
RECOMMENDATION 1. MAKE DATA PART OF AN ONGOING CYCLE OF INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT

To gain deeper insight into students’ needs and to measure changes in students’ skills during the academic year, teachers also can collect and prepare data from interim assessments that are administered consistently across a district or school at regular intervals throughout the year (see the box below). As with annual assessments, interim assessment results generally have the advantage of being comparable across classrooms, but the frequency of their administration means that teachers can use the data to evaluate their own instructional strategies and to track the progress of their current students in a single school year. For instance, data from a districtwide interim assessment could help illuminate whether the students who were struggling to convert fractions to decimals improved after receiving targeted small group instruction, or whether students’ expository essays improved after a unit spent reading and analyzing expository writing.

Finally, it is important to collect and prepare classroom performance data for examination, including examples and grades from students’ unit tests, projects, classwork, and homework. The panel recommends using these classroom-level data sources, in conjunction with widely accessible nonachievement data such as attendance records and cumulative files, to interpret annual and interim assessment results (see the box on page 13). An important advantage of these data sources is that in most cases, they can be gathered quickly to provide teachers with immediate feedback about student learning. Depending on the assignment in question, they also can provide rich, detailed examples of students’ academic performance, thereby complementing the results of annual or interim tests. For example, if state and interim assessments show that students have difficulty writing about literature, then examination of students’ analytic essays, book reports, or reading-response journals can illuminate how students are accustomed to writing about what they read and can suggest areas in which students need additional guidance. An important disadvantage of classroom-level data is that the assignments, conditions, and scores are not generally comparable across classrooms. However, when teachers come together to examine students’ work, this variability also can be an advantage, since it can reveal discrepancies in expectations and content coverage that teachers can take steps to remedy.

As teachers prepare annual, interim, and classroom-level data for analysis, they should represent the information in

---

Characteristics of interim assessments

- Administered routinely (e.g., each semester, quarter, or month) throughout a school year
- Administered in a consistent manner across a particular grade level and/or content area within a school or district
- May be commercial or developed in-house
- May be administered on paper or on a computer
- May be scored by a computer or a person


24. This example is drawn and adapted from a case study by Fiarman (2007).
In general, preparing state and district data for analysis will be easier for teachers who have access to the kind of districtwide data systems described in recommendation 5, although these teachers still will need to maintain useful records of classroom-level data. Online gradebooks that allow teachers to prepare aggregate statistics by classroom, content area, or assignment type can be useful for identifying patterns in students’ classroom-level performance and for identifying students whose classwork performance is inconsistent with their performance on annual or interim assessments.

Examples of classroom and other data
- Curriculum-based unit tests
- Class projects
- Classwork and homework
- Attendance records
- Records from parent meetings and phone calls
- Classroom behavior charts
- Individualized educational plans (IEPs)
- Prior data from students’ cumulative folders

progress on the interim math assessments throughout the year. On the graph, she might create separate lines for students from each performance quartile on the previous year’s state mathematics assessment (see Figure 2). Such a graph would allow her to compare the growth trajectories for each group, although she would need to be certain that each quartile group contained numerous students, thereby ensuring that results were not driven by one or two outliers. (Some data systems will include features that make graphing easier and more automatic. See recommendation 5 for more information on data systems.)

**Figure 2. Example of classroom running records performance at King Elementary School**

(Source: Supovitz and Klein (2003).)
2. Interpret data and develop hypotheses about how to improve student learning.

Working independently or in teams, teachers should interpret the data they have collected and prepared. In interpreting the data, one generally useful objective is to identify each class’s overall areas of relative strengths and weaknesses so that teachers can allocate instructional time and resources to the content that is most pressing. Another useful objective is to identify students’ individual strengths and weaknesses so that teachers can adapt their assignments, instructional methods, and feedback in ways that address those individual needs. For instance, teachers may wish to adapt students’ class project assignments in ways that draw on students’ individual strengths while encouraging them to work on areas for growth.

To gain deeper insight into students’ learning needs, teachers should examine evidence from the multiple data sources they prepared in action step 1.25 “Triangulation” is the process of using multiple data sources to address a particular question or problem and using evidence from each source to illuminate or temper evidence from the other sources. It also can be thought of as using each data source to test and confirm evidence from the other sources in order to arrive at well-justified conclusions about students’ learning needs. When multiple data sources (e.g., results from the annual state assessment and district interim assessment) show similar areas of student strength and weakness (as in Example 1), teachers can be more confident in their decisions about which skills to focus on. In contrast, when one test shows students struggling in a particular skill and another test shows them performing well in that skill, teachers need to look closely at the items on both tests to try to identify the source of the discrepancy. In all cases, they should use classroom and other data to shed light on the particular aspects of the skill with which students need extra help.

As they triangulate data from multiple sources, teachers should develop hypotheses about ways to improve the achievement patterns they see in the data. As the box on page 15 explains, good hypotheses emerge from existing data, identify instructional or curricular changes likely to improve student learning, and can be tested using future assessment data. For example, existing data can reveal places in which the school’s curriculum is not well aligned with state standards. In those situations, teachers might reasonably hypothesize that reorganizing the curriculum to address previously neglected material will improve students’ mastery of the standards. In other cases, teachers may hypothesize that they need to teach the same content in different ways. Taking into account how they and their colleagues have previously taught particular skills can help teachers choose among plausible hypotheses. For instance, teachers may find that students have difficulty identifying the main idea of texts they read. This weak student performance may lead teachers to hypothesize that the skill should be taught differently. In talking to other teachers, they might choose a different teaching strategy, such as a discussion format in which students not only identify the main idea of a text but also debate its evidence and merits.

To foster such sharing of effective practices among teachers, the panel recommends that teachers interpret data collaboratively in grade-level or department-specific teams. In this way, teachers can begin to adopt some common instructional and assessment practices as well as common expectations for student performance.26 Collaboration also allows teachers to develop


a collective understanding of the needs of individual students in their school, so that they can work as an organization to provide support for all students.

3. Modify instruction to test hypotheses and increase student learning.

After forming hypotheses about students’ learning needs, teachers must test their hypotheses by carrying out the instructional changes that they believe are likely to raise student achievement. The kinds of changes they choose to implement may include—but are not limited to—one or more of the following:

- allocating more time for topics with which students are struggling;
- reordering the curriculum to shore up essential skills with which students are struggling;
- designating particular students to receive additional help with particular skills (i.e., grouping or regrouping students);
- attempting new ways of teaching difficult or complex concepts, especially based on best practices identified by teaching colleagues;
- better aligning performance expectations among classrooms or between grade levels; and/or
- better aligning curricular emphasis among grade levels.

If the instructional modification was not developed collaboratively, teachers may nonetheless find it useful to seek feedback from peers before implementing it. This is particularly true if teachers have chosen to enact a large instructional change, such as a comprehensive new approach to algebra instruction or a reorganization of the mathematics curriculum sequence. Because curricular decisions are sometimes made at the school or district level, teachers may even want to make a case for curriculum reorganization with school or district leaders ahead of time.
The time it takes teachers to carry out their instructional changes will depend in part on the complexity of the changes. If teachers are delivering a discrete lesson plan or a series of lessons, then the change usually can be carried out quickly. Larger interventions take longer to roll out than smaller ones. For instance, a teacher whose intervention involves introducing more collaborative learning into the classroom may need time to teach her students to work efficiently in small group settings.

During or shortly after carrying out an instructional intervention, teachers should take notes on how students responded and how they as teachers might modify delivery of the intervention in future classes. These notes may not only help teachers reflect on their own practice but also prepare them to share their experiences and insights with other teachers.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the instructional intervention, teachers should return to action step 1 by collecting and preparing a variety of data about student learning. For instance, they can gather classroom-level data, such as students’ classwork and homework, to quickly evaluate student performance after the intervention. Teachers can use data from later interim assessments, such as a quarterly district test, to confirm or challenge their immediate, classroom-level evidence.

Finally, after triangulating data and considering the extent to which student learning did or did not improve in response to the intervention, teachers can decide whether to keep pursuing the approach in its current form, modify or extend the approach, or try a different approach altogether. It is important to bear in mind that not all instructional changes bear fruit immediately, so before discarding an instructional intervention as ineffective, teachers should give themselves and their students time to adapt to it.

**Potential roadblocks and solutions**

**Roadblock 1.1. Teachers have so much data that they are not sure where they should focus their attention in order to raise student achievement.**

**Suggested Approach.** Teachers can narrow the range of data needed to solve a particular problem by asking specific questions and concretely identifying the data that will answer those questions. In addition, administrators can guide this process by setting schoolwide goals that help clarify the kinds of data teachers should be examining and by asking questions about how classroom practices are advancing those goals. For instance, if administrators have asked teachers to devote particular effort to raising students’ reading achievement, teachers may decide to focus attention on evidence from state, interim, and classroom assessments about students’ reading needs. Teachers should then triangulate data from multiple sources (as described earlier) to develop hypotheses about instructional changes likely to raise student achievement. Note that recommendation 3 describes how administrators, data facilitators, and other staff can help teachers use data in ways that are clearly aligned with the school’s medium- and long-term student achievement goals. Also, recommendation 4 describes how professional development and peer collaboration can help teachers become more adept at data preparation and triangulation.

**Roadblock 1.2. Some teachers work in a grade level or subject area (such as early elementary and advanced high school grades) or teach certain subjects (such as social studies, music, science, or physical education) for which student achievement data are not readily available.**

27. Forman (2007).

Example 1. Examining student data to understand learning

Consider this hypothetical example . . . When the 4th- and 5th-grade teachers at Riverview Elementary School met after school in September for their first data meeting of the year, the data facilitator, Mr. Bradley, shared selected data about how students had performed on the previous year’s standards-based state accountability test. Teachers quickly saw that in both grades, students’ proficiency rates were higher in language arts than in mathematics, so they decided to look more closely at particular mathematics skills. Examining the results on each math content strand, the teachers found that although students were performing adequately in arithmetic, they struggled with geometry skills concerning shapes and measurement. This news was surprising because, consistent with state standards, teachers taught shapes and measurement in both the 4th and 5th grades.

Because students had already taken their first district-based interim assessment of the school year, the teachers also were able to use the district’s data system to look at how students had performed in geometry on that assessment. Studying one graph, Ms. Irving, a 4th-grade teacher, observed that the content strand with which students struggled most was measuring perimeters of polygons. Since calculating perimeters was a matter of adding, and students had performed well on the addition strands of both the annual and interim tests, the teachers were perplexed. They decided to collect new data on students’ geometry skills using questions from the supplemental workbooks of their standards-based math curriculum.

When teachers brought their students’ workbook responses to the next data meeting, they gathered in small groups to examine the students’ work and generate hypotheses. As they shared the classwork examples, they noticed a pattern. Students performed well on simple perimeter problems when the shapes were drawn for them, but on word problems that required them to combine shapes before adding, they largely faltered. The teachers hypothesized that students’ difficulties were not with calculating perimeters, but with considering when and how to combine polygons in response to real-world problems. They further hypothesized that students would benefit from opportunities to apply basic geometry skills to novel situations.

Working together in grade-level teams, the teachers devised tasks for their students that would require them to use manipulatives and online interactive simulations to solve perimeter problems about floor plans and land use. The teachers agreed to deliver these lessons in their classrooms and report back on how the students responded.

At the next data meeting, teachers brought implementation notes and samples of student work from the hands-on perimeter lessons. Most reported that students were engaged in the lessons but needed additional practice. After readministering similar lessons two weeks later, most teachers found that their students were getting the hang of the task. On the next interim assessment, teachers were pleased to learn that the percentage of perimeter and area questions answered correctly had increased from 40 percent to 70 percent across the two grades.
Suggested Approach. Part of the work of collaborative data use involves establishing shared learning goals and expectations across classrooms. District or school administrators can help this effort by providing an interim, schoolwide assessment, ideally linked to state standards, that allows the comparison of results across classrooms. Alternatively, teachers can collaborate to develop their own interim assessments. Some schools, for instance, develop interim writing prompts or other assessments that are administered throughout the school and scored using a common rubric. (Example 5 in recommendation 2 illustrates this approach.) Although in-house assessments may lack the validity of commercially developed tests, they nevertheless provide common metrics by which teachers can assess their students and share results with colleagues. Similarly, teachers of supplemental subjects such as art, music, and physical education can develop performance assessments linked to schoolwide student goals.

Roadblock 1.3. Some schools or districts encourage staff to use data to identify students scoring just below proficiency on state tests and to focus disproportionate effort on helping them reach proficiency.

Suggested Approach. Teachers and principals in some schools have reported focusing extra resources on “bubble kids,” or students scoring immediately below a proficiency cut-off on a high-stakes assessment. The panel cautions against this practice because results from any single test are imprecise and always should be considered in conjunction with other data. Also, undue focus on students scoring near proficiency may lead schools to distribute instructional resources inappropriately. For instance, students scoring further from the cut score (in either direction) may have just as many—if not more—distinctive instructional needs as those scoring near the cut score. Instead of focusing mainly on students scoring just below proficiency on a particular assessment, educators should use data from multiple sources to identify and serve the needs of all students. When possible, additional resources and support should be directed toward students whose needs are the greatest. (See the What Works Clearinghouse guides on Response to Intervention for more suggestions on tiered student support.)

Roadblock 1.4. Some district leaders suggest that schools assign students to courses based solely on proficiency levels on the state accountability test.

Suggested Approach. Tests should be used for the purposes for which they have been validated; most existing assessments have not been validated for the purpose of making decisions about course placement. In addition, the professional standards for appropriate use of test scores in educational settings state that a single test score should not be used to make high-stakes decisions about individuals; instead, educators and administrators should consider multiple sources of information when assigning students to courses or programs. Proficiency on a state accountability test can provide one indicator of a student’s readiness or need for a specific instructional program, but other information, such as prior performance in similar courses, should be taken into account. Finally, educators should reconsider decisions about placement when new data become available.

29. Datnow, Park, and Wohlstetter (2007); Williams Rose (2006); Rossmiller and Holcomb (1993); Togneri (2003); Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007).
31. See, for example, Fiarman (2007).
32. Shepard et al. (1996).
33. See, for example, Forman (2007).
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Recommendation 2.
Teach students to examine their own data and set learning goals

Teachers should provide students with explicit instruction on using achievement data regularly to monitor their own performance and establish their own goals for learning. This data analysis process—similar to the data use cycle for teachers described in recommendation 1—can motivate both elementary and secondary students by mapping out accomplishments that are attainable, revealing actual achievement gains and providing students with a sense of control over their own outcomes. Teachers can then use these goals to better understand factors that may motivate student performance and adjust their instructional practices accordingly.

Students are best prepared to learn from their own achievement data when they understand the learning objectives and when they receive data in a user-friendly format. Tools such as rubrics provide students with a clear sense of learning objectives, and data presented in an accessible and descriptive format can illuminate students’ strengths and weaknesses (see recommendation 5 for more information on reporting formats). Many practices around data rely on the assumption of a relationship between formative assessment and feedback (see recommendation 5 for more information on reporting formats).37

Level of evidence: Low

The panel judged the level of evidence supporting this recommendation to be low, based on two studies with causal designs that met WWC standards and drawing on additional examples of practices from qualitative and descriptive studies and on their own expertise. One randomized controlled trial that met WWC standards with reservations found positive effects of interventions that combined student analysis of data with other practices, such as teacher coaching, teacher professional development, and/or classroom management interventions; therefore, the panel could not attribute impacts to student data analysis alone.40 A second randomized controlled trial met WWC standards and reported positive effects of a web-based data tool for students, but the size and statistical significance of these effects could not be confirmed by the WWC; therefore, it does not provide the panel with strong causal evidence that having students examine their own data is an effective intervention.41

Brief summary of evidence to support the recommendation

Two randomized controlled trials that met WWC standards (one with and one without reservations) found positive effects of interventions in which students used their own assessment data. One study found that curriculum-based measurement interventions combined with student analysis used noncausal designs that did not meet WWC evidence standards.

38. Black and Wiliam (1998) and Kluger and DeNisi (1996) examine the relationship between assessment and student learning in their respective meta-analyses on the topic. However, the studies included in those meta-analyses were outside the date range or otherwise outside the scope of the literature review for this guide, or they
41. May and Robinson (2007).
of their own assessment data and feedback from their teachers led to statistically significant gains in student achievement. A second study reported statistically significant gains in achievement for students given access to an interactive website reporting student test scores and providing advice for improving those scores. However, the WWC could not confirm the statistical significance of these gains. To add detail and specificity to this recommendation, and to supplement the information available in these two studies, the panel relied upon its own expertise and referred to several case studies and descriptive analyses of examples of feedback and to provide information needed to construct sample feedback tools.

**How to carry out this recommendation**

1. **Explain expectations and assessment criteria.**

To interpret their own achievement data, students need to understand how their performance fits within the context of classroom-level or schoolwide expectations. Teachers should articulate the content knowledge or skills that they expect students to achieve throughout the school year, conveying goals for individual lessons and assignments, as well as goals for the unit and end-of-year performance. Teachers should explicitly describe the criteria that will be used to assess performance toward those goals.

For example, when teachers use a rubric to provide feedback (an example is provided in Example 2), teachers should introduce the rubric at the beginning of the assignment so that students know which criteria are important before they begin working on a task or assignment. Rubrics can provide useful feedback on complex skills such as writing an effective essay or term paper, delivering a persuasive speech, or executing a science experiment. Teachers also can have students assess a sample assignment using the rubric to help them better understand the criteria. Once the students' actual assignments are completed and evaluated, students should receive the completed rubric from the teacher.

Because public school students in many grades are required to take annual standards-based accountability tests in selected subjects, teachers should help students understand the state standards they are expected to meet by regularly revisiting the standards throughout the year. For example, a 5th-grade teacher could spend a few minutes at the beginning of an instructional unit explaining that certain essential concepts in the lesson (e.g., literary devices such as similes) may appear on the annual test. Students could keep a running list of these standards-based concepts throughout the year, using the list as a basis for review before the annual test. Note that making students familiar with content standards is not the same as engaging in extensive practice using problems or tasks designed to mirror the format of a specific test. The latter may result in spurious test-score gains and is not recommended by the panel.

2. **Provide feedback to students that is timely, specific, well formatted, and constructive.**

Providing students with thoughtful and constructive feedback on their progress may improve academic achievement. Feedback should be designed to help students understand their own strengths and weaknesses, explaining why they received the grades and scores they did and identifying the specific content areas the student should focus on.

---
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### Example 2. Example of a rubric for evaluating five-paragraph essays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization and Content</th>
<th>1 Beginning</th>
<th>2 Developing</th>
<th>3 Accomplished</th>
<th>4 Exemplary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction paragraph</strong></td>
<td>• Central argument is unclear</td>
<td>• Central argument is vaguely indicated</td>
<td>• Central argument is clearly stated</td>
<td>• Central argument is clearly stated in a way that commands attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body paragraphs</strong></td>
<td>• None have clear main ideas</td>
<td>• Some have clear main ideas</td>
<td>• All have clear main ideas</td>
<td>• All have clear main ideas that are smoothly connected to other ideas in the essay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide little to no evidence to support the central argument</td>
<td>• Provide weak or unconvincing evidence to support the central argument</td>
<td>• Provide mostly convincing evidence to support the central argument</td>
<td>• Provide insightful and compelling evidence to support the central argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concluding paragraph</strong></td>
<td>• Does not summarize main points of the essay</td>
<td>• Summarizes some main points of the essay</td>
<td>• Summarizes main points of the essay accurately</td>
<td>• Summarizes main points in a way that commands attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Does not restate central argument</td>
<td>• Restates central argument in a repetitive way</td>
<td>• Restates central argument in a new way</td>
<td>• Restates central argument in a new and thought-provoking way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall organization</strong></td>
<td>• Paragraph transitions are sudden and not smooth</td>
<td>• Paragraph transitions are sometimes awkward</td>
<td>• Paragraph transitions are present</td>
<td>• Paragraph transitions are seamless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Organization of ideas is not clear</td>
<td>• Ideas show some organization</td>
<td>• Ideas are organized in a logical way</td>
<td>• Ideas are organized in a logical and engaging way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall content</strong></td>
<td>• Ideas seem unoriginal and/or unconvincing</td>
<td>• Ideas seem somewhat reasonable</td>
<td>• Ideas seem logical and convincing</td>
<td>• Ideas seem unusually insightful or illuminating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Grammar and Usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paragraphing</th>
<th>1 Beginning</th>
<th>2 Developing</th>
<th>3 Accomplished</th>
<th>4 Exemplary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Does not use paragraph breaks and indentations to separate important ideas</td>
<td>• Uses paragraph breaks and indentations inconsistently or in illogical places</td>
<td>• Uses paragraph breaks and indentations consistently</td>
<td>• Uses paragraph breaks consistently and very accurately</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalization</td>
<td>• Includes many capitalization errors</td>
<td>• Includes several capitalization errors</td>
<td>• Includes a few capitalization errors</td>
<td>• Free of capitalization errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence structure</td>
<td>• Includes numerous fragments and/or run-on sentences</td>
<td>• Includes occasional fragments and/or run-on sentences</td>
<td>• Free of fragments and run-on sentences</td>
<td>• Free of fragments and run-on sentences, and uses varied sentence structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>• Includes many punctuation errors</td>
<td>• Includes several punctuation errors</td>
<td>• Includes a few punctuation errors</td>
<td>• Free of punctuation errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to improve their scores. Such feedback often has the following characteristics:

- **Timely.** Feedback should be rapid so that students still remember the task and the skills on which they were being assessed.\(^47\) The panel recommends that assessment data be returned to students within a week of collecting the assignment, and sooner when possible.

- ** Appropriately formatted.** When providing feedback, teachers should select a mode of delivery (e.g., rubric based, handwritten, or typed) that best meets students’ needs based on their grade level, the subject area, and the assignment. Typed feedback, for example, may be appropriate in response to students’ larger projects, whereas handwritten feedback may suffice on short assignments and student journals or as supplemental feedback at the end of a rubric-based evaluation. Additionally, teachers’ feedback should be based on a shared understanding of expectations and scoring criteria.

- **Specific and constructive.** Regardless of the format, feedback should provide concrete information and suggestions for improvement.\(^48\) Feedback in the form of explanations, examples, and suggestions for additional practice is more concrete and easier for students to act on than a score or letter grade alone, and it may increase students’ confidence and motivate better performance.\(^49\) For this reason, teachers should avoid providing feedback that is exclusively focused on what should have been done or delivers vague praise without specifying why a particular piece of work is praiseworthy.\(^50\)

3. Provide tools that help students learn from feedback.

Simply giving students assessment data that are accessible and constructive does not guarantee that they will know what to do with the data. Students need the time and tools to analyze the feedback; otherwise, they may simply glance at the overall score without considering why they achieved that score and what they could do to improve.

When providing feedback, teachers should set aside 10 to 15 minutes of classroom instructional time to allow students to interpret and learn from the data. It is important to undertake this reflection during class time, when the teacher can help students interpret feedback and strategize ways to improve their performance. During this time, teachers should have students individually review written feedback and ask questions about that feedback.

Teachers also can provide students with paper- or computer-based tools for interpreting feedback, such as the following:

- a template for listing strengths, weaknesses, and areas to focus on for a given task (see Example 3);\(^51\)

- a list of questions for students to consider and respond to (e.g., “Can I beat my highest score in the next two weeks?” and “Which skills can I work harder on in the next two weeks?”);\(^52\)

- worksheets to facilitate reflection about incorrect items (see Example 4);\(^53\)

---

RECOMMENDATION 2. TEACH STUDENTS TO EXAMINE THEIR OWN DATA AND SET LEARNING GOALS

Example 3. Example of a student's worksheet for reflecting on strengths and weaknesses

Areas of Strength and Areas for Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of Strength</th>
<th>Areas for Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization and Content</strong></td>
<td><strong>Organization and Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stating main idea in first paragraph</td>
<td>• Need to state main idea of each body paragraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Restating main idea in conclusion</td>
<td>• Need to provide examples in each body paragraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Choosing a topic I know well</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grammar and Usage</strong></td>
<td><strong>Grammar and Usage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Indenting paragraphs</td>
<td>• Using quotations correctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Correctly capitalizing sentences and proper nouns</td>
<td>• Avoiding sentence fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(example: &quot;Because he wanted to.&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- teacher-generated graphs that track student progress over time;54 and/or

- grids on which students can record baseline and interim scores to track gains over time in specific dimensions.55

For example, after returning test results to students at the beginning of the school year, a teacher might ask all students to identify specific strengths and weaknesses by analyzing their responses to specific questions on the test. She could then guide the students to submit in writing realistic improvement goals for two particular skills with weak scores. Students with no demonstrated weaknesses could be invited to select a topic for which enrichment could be provided. By helping students make data-based decisions about their own learning goals, the teacher would be emphasizing their responsibility for improving their own learning.

It also is possible to use reflective data tools in subjects such as math, for which rubrics are less common. For instance, Example 4 illustrates a worksheet students might use for understanding the errors they made on a mathematics test. The purpose of such a tool is for students to learn to diagnose their own errors, distinguishing careless mistakes from concepts that they still need to master.

4. Use students’ data analyses to guide instructional changes.

Although data analysis tools help students learn from teacher feedback, they also provide valuable information that teachers can use to inform instruction. Teachers should collect and review students’ goals and analyses to identify content areas and skills that need to be reinforced and factors that may motivate student learning. For example, teachers can

- review error worksheets (see Example 4) to identify concepts that need to be retaught;

55. Lane et al. (1997).
RECOMMENDATION 2. TEACH STUDENTS TO EXAMINE THEIR OWN DATA AND SET LEARNING GOALS

Example 4. Example of a student’s worksheet for learning from math mistakes

Learning from Math Mistakes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Number</th>
<th>My Answer</th>
<th>Correct Answer (from posttest review)</th>
<th>Steps for Solving (fill in)</th>
<th>Reason Missed</th>
<th>Need to review this concept?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$x = \sqrt{21}$</td>
<td>$x = 3$</td>
<td>Order of operations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$x = 3/32$</td>
<td>$x = -3/2$</td>
<td>Dividing by a fraction</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>$x = 4$</td>
<td>$x = 4$ or $-4$</td>
<td>Square roots</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- organize small group instruction around the subsets of goals that students prioritized for themselves; and
- tally the concepts that students in the class identify as their weaknesses and provide full-class review on the most frequently mentioned weaknesses.

Potential roadblocks and solutions

Roadblock 2.1. Students view the feedback they receive as a reflection on their ability rather than an opportunity for focused improvement.

Suggested Approach. Teachers should give student feedback that is explanatory and provides students with a chance to improve. Teachers should emphasize the students’ level of performance on a task in relation to the learning goals and avoid making global statements about the student’s ability. Encouraging goal setting also is important because students may be more willing to view feedback as a source of useful information if there is a larger goal that they are working to achieve.

Roadblock 2.2. Teachers within a school have different approaches to providing feedback to their students.

Suggested Approach. Although each teacher should engage with students in ways he or she finds effective, teachers may nevertheless benefit from professional development on how to provide concrete and constructive feedback that informs student learning through students’ own data. Teachers should collaborate with peers to develop a shared understanding about what constitutes formative feedback, and how and when such feedback should be provided (see recommendation 1). Teachers may even benefit from inviting students to take part in these conversations and share how they use and respond to instructional feedback.

Roadblock 2.3. Teachers are concerned that they do not have enough instructional time to explain rubrics or help students analyze feedback.


**Example 5. Teaching students to examine data and goals**

This story provides an example of how to implement all four action steps in this recommendation. The example focuses on language arts instruction, for which rubric-based assessment is commonplace (see Examples 2 and 3). However, it also is possible to use reflective data tools in subjects such as math, for which rubrics are less common (see Example 4).

At Southside Middle School, language arts teachers assign a five-paragraph essay prompt to students once per quarter as a schoolwide interim assessment. The language arts teachers jointly design a rubric (see Example 2) that they all use to assess and score the essays. Each quarter, after the essays are scored, they bring examples of strong and weak essays to their monthly data team meetings, at which they share the examples and discuss instructional strategies that might improve students’ performance. Students, meanwhile, maintain the scored essays and rubrics in assessment portfolios, which they use to gauge their own progress over time.

In preparing her students for the quarterly writing assessment, Ms. Alvarez had her students reexamine a blank version of the rubric (see Example 2) and asked them to remind her of what each of the standards meant. She then provided a sample student essay and had students score it using the writing rubric. Next, students discussed in pairs how they rated the essay on each standard, and why. Finally, Ms. Alvarez walked students through how she would score the essay, asking students to weigh in on her reasoning as she talked.

When assessment day came, students wrote their five-paragraph essays in response to a new schoolwide prompt. Ms. Alvarez spent the next three afternoons evaluating student essays using the rubric, making notes on the rubric to clarify the marks she gave. She also followed each rubric with a summary note about the essay’s strengths and weaknesses. When all essays were scored, she first returned them to the students without the marked rubrics. Ms. Alvarez had students reread their own essays and list what they considered to be the main strengths and weaknesses. Next, she returned the marked-up rubrics and had students read her feedback to decide how well her assessment matched their own self-assessment. If there were large discrepancies, she asked students to meet with her after class to discuss them. She then distributed a handout that students used to list their areas of strength and weakness (see Example 3). Using the teacher’s rubric-based feedback as well as their own self-assessments, students recorded areas of strength and weakness they needed to consider in undertaking future writing tasks. Ms. Alvarez collected and reviewed the lists and realized that many students struggled with providing examples in the body of the essay. She then revised her lesson plans for the following day to spend more time reviewing this topic with her students.
Suggested Approach. The panel recognizes that instruction time is limited. However, time spent explaining assessment tools and strategies for analyzing feedback is essential to helping students understand their own achievement. Thus, it should be a natural, integral part of the teaching process—not an add-on activity. Incorporating time for students' analysis of their own data into routine classroom activities may help students develop a habit of learning from feedback, making them more independent as the year progresses. Helping students understand assessment tools and analyze feedback also puts students at the vanguard of the school's culture of data use.
Recommendation 3.
Establish a clear vision for schoolwide data use

Schools must establish a strong culture of data use to ensure that data-based decisions are made frequently, consistently, and appropriately. This data culture should emphasize collaboration across and within grade levels and subject areas to diagnose problems and refine educational practices. Several factors (e.g., planning, leadership, implementation, and attitude) affect the success schools will have with developing and maintaining a data culture. Here, the panel suggests steps schools should take toward establishing their vision, while recognizing that following the suggestions does not guarantee that a strong culture will emerge.

A clear plan for schoolwide data use is essential to developing such a culture. Schools should establish a representative data team to help ensure that data activities are not imposed on educators, but rather are shaped by them. This team should develop a written data-use plan that is consistent with broader school and district goals, supports a common language related to data use and teaching and learning concepts, and establishes data use as one of the key responsibilities of an education professional.

Level of evidence: Low

Believing that a clear vision for data use is essential to educators wishing to improve instruction through interpreting data, the panel drew from its own knowledge and the findings and examples in case studies and descriptive analyses to inform the development of this recommendation. No studies were identified that examine the effects of establishing a data team or creating a data-use plan on student achievement, so the panel judged the level of evidence supporting this recommendation as low.

Brief summary of evidence to support the recommendation

A strong culture of data use, conveyed through a clear schoolwide vision, is critical to ensure that data-based decisions are made routinely, consistently, and effectively. This point is conveyed in a number of studies that use qualitative designs to examine how schools and districts have implemented data use. Appendix D contains two examples of case studies the panel referenced when developing the action steps in this recommendation. One describes how a set of districts and schools has worked to develop achievement goals and to use student data to support progress toward those goals, whereas the other describes an example of how one school has its staff share responsibility for data use to avoid burnout. However, the panel identified no causal evidence linking the creation of a schoolwide culture or vision to improved student performance.

61. Anderson et al. (2006); Feldman and Tung (2001); Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007).
64. Copland (2003).
RECOMMENDATION 3. ESTABLISH A CLEAR VISION FOR SCHOOLWIDE DATA USE

How to carry out this recommendation

1. Establish a schoolwide data team that sets the tone for ongoing data use.

Principals should establish a data team that will clarify and guide the school's vision for the most effective use of data.\(^{65}\) This team should include a balanced assortment of stakeholders who can solicit input from all aspects of the school, such as:

- a senior member of the school's administration (e.g., principal, assistant principal);
- two or three teachers representing various subjects and grade levels;
- one or two classroom support professionals (e.g., reading coaches); and/or
- if possible, a district-level staff member who works in research, evaluation, or assessment.

Principals should invite individuals who have knowledge—or have a desire to gain knowledge—of data analysis and interpretation. Some staff, especially those with statistics training or special education certification, may have experience with data analysis and interpretation.\(^{66}\) Principals also should consider staff with strong leadership skills and the ability to motivate fellow teachers, especially if these individuals express an interest in using data to improve student achievement.

It is important to note that a data team is a committee of advisors on data use within the school. Additionally, the team represents the entire school community, so decisions should be made in collaboration with the different perspectives represented within the school. It is not the role of team members to hold staff accountable for data use, manage or supervise data-related activities, or provide expert advice on data implementation and analysis. Instead, team members should clarify the school's data vision and model the use of data to make instructional decisions, encouraging other school staff to do the same.

2. Define critical teaching and learning concepts.

At its outset, the data team should develop a shared vocabulary for critical concepts related to education in general and data use in particular. The panel recommends that school staff agree about the definition of terms such as learning, data, evidence, and collaboration. Some educators, for example, may define data simply as test scores, whereas others may define it as any available information about a student. Developing a shared vocabulary will help minimize misunderstandings and conflicting assumptions among school staff.\(^{67}\)

3. Develop a written plan that articulates activities, roles, and responsibilities.

Based on the data team’s discussions, as well as full staff input, the team’s administrator and teachers should write a plan that clearly articulates how the school will use data to support school-level goals for
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\(^{65}\) Halverson and Thomas (2007); Hill, Lewis, and Pearson (2008); Moody and Dede (2008).

\(^{66}\) Bettesworth (2006).

\(^{67}\) Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007); Wayman, Midgley, and Stringfield (2006).

\(^{68}\) Waters and Marzano (2006); Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007).
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improving student achievement. These goals, developed by school and district leadership, already exist in most schools. To create conditions for effective data use, the data team should briefly revisit the school’s goals to ensure that they are attainable, in that they are realistic given existing performance levels; measurable, in that they clearly express the parameters of achievement and can be supported by data; and relevant, in that they take into account the specific culture and constraints of the school.

For example, a school in which half the students can read at grade level may decide to set a long-term goal of having 75 percent of students reading on grade level within five years. It then would seem reasonable for the school to set ambitious but achievable annual goals to increase the share of students reading at grade level by 5 percentage points per year. If the data team determines that the goals do not meet the criteria of seeming attainable, measurable, and relevant, it may wish to establish short- and medium-term goals that do meet these criteria.

With the school’s goals identified and clarified, the data team should prepare a written plan specifying specific actions for using data to make instructional decisions; timelines for executing the actions; and how each action helps the school reach its long-term goals.

Example 6 provides a hypothetical plan for tying data use to school goals. The example illustrates how a data team might map a clear rationale from each action to the school’s larger goal of improved reading proficiency, and how each data team member might take responsibility for executing a portion of the larger plan. The panel encourages schools to develop other similar plans, including detailed lists of data-use responsibilities by staff role and timelines for using data, but provides this table as a sample of how an actionable plan might look.

The team should revisit the plan annually, using data to determine appropriate changes to meet the needs and goals of the school and its students. Revising the plan in this way mirrors the cycle of instructional improvement, further establishing a culture of data-based decision making throughout the school.

4. Provide ongoing data leadership.

Once the plan is developed, the data team should provide guidance on using data to support the school’s vision, with the ultimate aim of developing the capacity of all school staff to use data. At the outset, members of the data team should regularly interact with school staff about data and its uses, often times serving as data facilitators (see recommendation 4). For example, team members can educate school staff, district representatives, or parents about the school’s vision for data use by having individual or small group meetings.

71. Halverson et al. (2007); Leithwood et al. (2007).
73. Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007) recommend revisiting the plan frequently. The panel recommends doing so on at least an annual basis.
**Example 6. Example of a written plan for achieving school-level goals**

**Schoolwide Goal:** Increase percentage of students reading on grade level 5 percentage points per year, to reach 75 percent in five years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Path to Goal</th>
<th>Team Member</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Plan and facilitate monthly grades 4–6 team meetings to review Ms. Sanders’s data displays and share best practices in mini-lessons co-planned by Mr. Johnson. | • Focus on areas of greatest student need  
• Calibrate and elevate expectations among teachers  
• Streamline instructional practices | Mike Thompson, grades 4–6 team leader | Hold first meeting by October 10; second by November 15 |
| Plan and facilitate monthly grades 1–3 team meetings to review Ms. Sanders’s data displays and share best practices in mini-lessons co-planned by Mr. Johnson. | • Share practices that work  
• Encourage vertical alignment between grades | Beth Miller, grades 1–3 team leader | |
| Prepare well-chosen data graphs on PowerPoint (state or interim data updates) for monthly grade-level team meetings. | • Help teachers gain facility in using data  
• Focus teachers’ attention and inquiry on areas of particular strengths and weaknesses in students’ reading skills | Erin Sanders, data facilitator | Carry out monthly; distribute examples at November data team meeting |
| Have teachers choose their favorite reading instructional strategy and prepare sample lessons and evidence of student work. Schedule teachers to present these during part of their grade-level team meetings. | • Share and standardize best practices among classrooms  
• Encourage culture of instructional improvement  
• Reinforce evidence-based practice | Lionel Johnson, reading coach | Bring schedule to November data team meeting; hold first session by October 10. |
| Register and prepare data team for 4-day offsite workshop on interpreting assessment data, creating data displays, and helping teachers use data daily. | • Increase ability of data team to understand and use data  
• Develop capacity for distributing leadership within the school | Samantha Roberts, assistant principal | October 15 |
focused on these topics. Team members also can

- provide resources and support for data analysis and interpretation, such as information about professional development sessions and access to necessary technologies;
- encourage educators to use data in their daily work by modeling data use strategies;
- create incentives to motivate staff to analyze data (e.g., “Staff Member of the Month” award for excellent data-use, recognition in the school newsletter); and
- participate in grade- and subject-level meetings to ensure that structured collaboration time is used effectively (see recommendation 4).

Once staff members become comfortable with data use, team members will not need to provide the same level of guidance and support as indicated earlier.

The data team should meet monthly to monitor the school’s progress in executing plan components and adhering to timelines. The meetings also can be used to share successes and challenges in integrating the school’s vision for data use. Each month, one team member should be designated to set the agenda for the next meeting.

Maintaining a data team, or building data responsibilities into an existing team, may be a positive contribution to the school’s data culture. Team members encourage and guide school staff in developing their capacity to use data effectively to transform student performance data into information to inform instruction. Both the team and associated capacity-building efforts help ensure that no one individual—such as a principal or a data-savvy grade-level team leader—is left to help all staff use data in ways that advance school goals.74 “Distributed leadership,” a practice often hypothesized as an important characteristic of effective schools, is one way to accomplish this task.75

Potential roadblocks and solutions

Roadblock 3.1. School staff do not have time to develop an additional plan for how to use data.

Suggested Approach. To alleviate the pressure of creating a new plan, the plan for data use could be incorporated into an existing school improvement plan.76 Research also has described schools that viewed this effort as ultimately time efficient, describing their efforts as “making time to save time.”77

Roadblock 3.2. No one is qualified (or wants) to be on the data team.

Suggested Approach. Consider the strengths and leadership skills of individuals in your school; many have related training and skills that will make them strong team members. For example, new teachers, or those who recently completed continuing education programs, may have applicable data knowledge if their programs provided training on the use of data to make instructional decisions. Similarly, some teachers and staff may be able to provide enthusiasm and leadership that inspire others to support the data-use process. Once qualified and interested staff are identified, consider encouraging participation in the data team by offering a small stipend from the principal’s discretionary funds.

75. Halverson et al. (2007); Spillane, Halverson, and Diamond (2004).
76. Mason (2002); Rossmiller and Holcomb (1993).
**Roadblock 3.3.** The few data-savvy staff at the school are overwhelmed by questions and requests for assistance.\(^78\)

**Suggested Approach.** It is important for principals and district leaders to protect people’s time by clearly defining roles and responsibilities in enforceable job descriptions.\(^79\) Principals also can encourage all members of the data team to train other educators to use and interpret data. Phasing data use into the entire school can help prevent staff burnout, deepen staff data literacy, and encourage schoolwide support and implementation of the data-based decision-making process.\(^80\)

\(^78\) Halverson and Thomas (2007).
\(^79\) Young (2006).
\(^80\) Means et al. (2009).

**Roadblock 3.4.** The district does not have research and development staff to participate in the school-level data team.

**Suggested Approach.** The size of a district may determine if research and development staff are present, or if there are enough research and development staff to participate in school-level data teams. If district staff cannot participate in school-level teams, however, the principal should ensure that any district-level message about data use is accurately presented to data team members.
Recommendation 4. Provide supports that foster a data-driven culture within the school

Schools and districts can make concrete changes that encourage data use within schools. These changes need to ensure that teachers, principals, and school and district staff have a thorough understanding of their roles in using data, and that they possess the knowledge and skills to use data appropriately. Schools and districts should invest in leadership, professional development, and structured time for collaboration. They also may need to invest in additional resources, including relevant technologies and specialized staff.

Level of evidence: Low

Two studies that met WWC standards or that met WWC standards with reservations tested interventions that included coaching and feedback to help teachers interpret and make changes based on assessment data (the interventions included other practices as well). These interventions had no discernible effects on student achievement. Although one study also reported that teachers in the coaching group more frequently used pupil observations to modify lessons, this outcome was not measured in a way that allowed the authors or the WWC to compute the magnitude or statistical significance of any effect of this change on instructional practice. The panel also identified one correlational study that found a significant positive association between coaching and reading achievement (however the study design does not permit causal inferences about the effect of coaching). Although these studies, supplemented by findings from qualitative analyses and their own expertise, helped the panel develop the steps under this recommendation, the level of evidence supporting this recommendation is low.

Brief summary of evidence to support the recommendation

Although the panel believes that the steps under this recommendation are essential and findings of numerous qualitative analyses report that supporting staff in data use is important, limited rigorous evidence exists to demonstrate that schoolwide supports for data use lead to achievement gains. Two studies tested interventions that included coaching and feedback to help teachers interpret and make changes based on assessment data. In both cases, the coaching was only one component of the intervention, and the intervention was compared with a competing intervention (as opposed to business as usual). One study compared the students of teachers who received coaching to use data to track student progress and make instructional changes with the students of teachers who received coaching on behavioral management. Another compared students of
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81. Knapp et al. (2006); Lachat and Smith (2005); Supovitz (2006); Supovitz and Klein (2003); Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007); Wayman and Stringfield (2006).
82. Datnow, Park, and Wohlstetter (2007); Lachat and Smith (2005); Supovitz and Klein (2003); Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007); Wayman and Stringfield (2006); Young (2006).
teachers who received individual mentoring with students of teachers who received group mentoring. The studies found no discernible effects of the interventions that included a coaching component. The panel identified no rigorous studies identifying the effects on student achievement of other schoolwide supports for data use. To shape this recommendation, panelists relied on their own expertise as well as examples of data leadership and professional development opportunities drawn from noncausal studies and implementation guides.

**How to carry out this recommendation**

1. Designate a school-based facilitator who meets with teacher teams to discuss data.

Principals should provide data facilitators who encourage staff to use data systematically. Depending on the size and available resources of the school and district, data facilitators may be full-time teachers who provide coaching to other staff, district staff members who support multiple schools in data use, or a dedicated school-level staff person supporting all teachers in the building.

The data facilitator’s role is complex, requiring not only expertise with data analysis but also an ability to train and encourage other staff in the data use process. Regardless of her or his role in the school or district, the data facilitator’s responsibilities should be integrated into the regular work of the school’s data team (see recommendation 3). It is important to recognize, however, that facilitators should not bear the sole responsibility for data interpretation and analysis. Instead, data facilitators can help staff obtain the knowledge and skills they need to use data appropriately so that staff do not become too dependent on facilitators.

Data facilitators should meet at least monthly with grade- and subject-level teacher teams, although teacher teams should meet independently more frequently (see recommendation 1). During these meetings, data facilitators should

- model data use and interpretation, tying examples to the school’s vision for data use and its learning goals;
- model how to transform daily classroom practices based on data-driven diagnoses of student learning issues;
- assist staff with data interpretation by preparing data reports and related materials; and
- train and support staff on using data to improve instructional practices and student achievement.

Learning from the expertise of a colleague may help teachers adjust their instructional approaches in ways that improve student achievement. However, data facilitators need to complement existing data-literacy capacity and encourage educators to increase their data literacy. Data literacy is necessary to develop and support a data culture, and overreliance on data facilitators can result in educators failing to develop the necessary knowledge and skills, which could lead them to misunderstand or misuse data. Once staff become comfortable with data use, however, it is likely that facilitators will not
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need to provide the same level of guidance and support as indicated earlier.

2. Dedicate structured time for staff collaboration.

Encouraging teachers to work collaboratively with data helps make data use an established part of a school’s culture. Collaborative data analysis can highlight achievement patterns across grade levels, departments, or schools and can engender the kind of consistency of instructional practices and expectations that often characterizes high-performing schools.

Structured time should be set aside for teachers and school staff to collaboratively analyze and interpret their students’ achievement data, and to identify instructional changes. This time also can be used for professional development on data use. Ideally, this structured time should occur a few times each week, depending on the individual school’s needs. It is important that schools make these collaborative meetings a priority.

Collaborative meeting participants can vary from school to school. Most frequently, data meetings occur among small groups of teachers in the same grade level or subject area. Other times, these meetings include some combination of teachers in the same grade level or subject area, a data facilitator, and/or other data team members.

Because school schedule constraints vary, principals can explore different options for scheduling collaborative time. For example, one school has dedicated biweekly two-hour meetings for staff to examine student data and identify next instructional steps. Another school adjusted weekly class schedules to have a common break for teachers to examine data collaboratively.

The collaborative team meetings should include the following components:

- **Preparation.** Prior to these meetings, educators should set an agenda that focuses on using the most updated data relative to a specific, timely topic. It is too overwhelming to attempt to address all student achievement concerns at once; targeted discussions are key to successful data meetings.

- **Analysis.** During these meetings, teachers should follow the cycle of inquiry, using data to state hypotheses about their teaching and learning practices and then testing those hypotheses (see recommendation 1).

- **Action agenda.** At the end of each meeting, educators should be prepared to enact a data-based action plan that examines and modifies their instruction to increase student achievement in the area of focus for the meeting.

3. Provide targeted professional development regularly.

The skills that educators need in order to use data to identify achievement problems and develop instructional solutions are complex. To enhance data-literacy and data-use skills in a way that is consistent with school goals, it is essential that schools and districts provide ongoing professional development opportunities for:
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RECOMMENDATION 4. PROVIDE SUPPORTS THAT FOSTER A DATA-DRIVEN CULTURE WITHIN THE SCHOOL

administrators, principals, teachers,\(^{103}\) and classroom support specialists.\(^{104}\) Without school- and district-level support for these opportunities, analysis of data may be inconsistent and potentially ineffective.

The skills needed for effective data use range from data entry to data analysis to leadership; they also vary depending on professional roles (i.e., teacher, administrator, or technology support staff), content area and curriculum, experience with data analysis, and level of comfort with technology.\(^{105}\) For most staff, professional development should focus on how users will apply the data to their daily work and instructional planning, rather than on the functionality of the system.\(^{106}\) Staff with the specific role of maintaining the system, however, should receive specialized training that prepares them to maintain the system for all users.

Ideally, all staff, particularly principals, should be familiar with components of the data system, data culture, and data use. Table 3 highlights some potential professional development opportunities to prioritize for staff based on their roles with the data system and data use.

Training for data use often is synchronous with technology training. Creating staff confidence in, and comfort with, available data systems should increase the chance that data will be used regularly and well.\(^{107}\) Related technology training should be implemented in small doses, however, and occur close to implementation of the data system or related system enhancements.\(^{108}\) In this way, staff can more easily connect their training to daily activities and not become overwhelmed by training sessions. (See recommendation 5 for more details on preparing for implementation of technology systems.)

It is important to recognize that professional development responsibility does not end after the initial training of staff and deployment of the district’s data system. Users also may require ongoing technical assistance, and additional trainings will be needed when introducing system enhancements. Professional development opportunities, therefore, should be continuous, offered at least monthly throughout the school year by staff experienced with assessment and data-literacy skills, technology use, and the development of cultures of effective data use. Professional development staff should consider offering online learning modules as refresher courses or self-paced, independent training opportunities after initial in-person training sessions to moderate costs and offer flexibility in handling scheduling challenges and varying levels of technology use.

Potential roadblocks and solutions

Roadblock 4.1. It is difficult to locate professional development that is specific to the needs of the school.

Suggested Approach. With the assistance of the data team and data facilitators, schools should determine their needs and discuss these with their professional development provider. In this way, schools can ensure that the provider teaches skills that meet the needs of school staff. If a session cannot be tailored to the needs of the school or district, schools should
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RECOMMENDATION 4. PROVIDE SUPPORTS THAT FOSTER A DATA-DRIVEN CULTURE WITHIN THE SCHOOL

Table 3. Suggested professional development and training opportunities\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Principals</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Other Staff*</th>
<th>Information Technology Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding common data analysis and interpretation mistakes</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data system use—avoiding common mistakes</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data system use—entering data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data system use—maintenance and troubleshooting</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data system use—reporting capabilities</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transparency and safety</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging staff leadership</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fostering a culture of data-based decision making</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying needs for staff professional development opportunities</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreting data in an educational context</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing time for collaborative data discussions</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding and using the cycle of instructional improvement</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using data to answer questions about student achievement</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using data to modify teaching and learning practices</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Other staff can include data facilitators, classroom support specialists, administrative assistants, and counselors.

a. Examples of suggested professional development and training opportunities are drawn and adapted from Chrismer and DiBara (2006); Knapp et al. (2006); Marsh et al. (2008); McREL (2003); Nabors Oláh, Lawrence, and Riggan (2008); and Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007).
consider using a “train-the-trainers” model. Schools should identify trainers, such as professional development staff within the district office, who can receive broad training on a particular product or issue related to data-based decision making for the school’s data system. These staff can then adapt the training to fit the needs of the school or district and train other educators and staff members as necessary.

Roadblock 4.2. Resources dedicated to creating staff capacity to use data often are shifted to other school priorities.

Suggested Approach. Data-based decision making is not an isolated topic within education, but rather one that benefits all subject areas and grades. Principals and district-level administrators should secure and distribute the financial resources necessary to match educators’ needs for interpreting and interacting with data. When observing the structured collaboration meetings, school leaders should identify whether teachers and other school staff need additional professional development opportunities or materials, supplemental support services, or access to support personnel. Dedicating resources to data literacy will help support and enforce a culture of data use, enabling educators to better help their students meet defined learning goals across all content areas.

Recommendation 5. Develop and maintain a districtwide data system

Districts should develop and maintain high-quality data systems that enable all decision makers to access the necessary data in a timely fashion. A high-quality data system is comprehensive and integrated, linking disparate forms of data for reporting and analysis to a range of audiences. To help ensure that the relevant staff in a school district will rely on the data system to inform their decisions, district administrators should involve a variety of stakeholders when determining which functions the system should provide. Districts and schools need to secure financial and human resources to develop safeguards that ensure data are timely, relevant, and useful to educators.

Level of evidence: Low

Recognizing that it is difficult if not impossible to test the impacts of data systems on student achievement empirically, the panel based this recommendation on a combination of its expertise and its review of descriptive studies and case studies. The studies did not use a causal design that would provide evidence directly linking the use of an integrated data system with improved academic outcomes; hence, the level of evidence to support this recommendation is low.

Brief summary of evidence to support the recommendation

A high-quality, districtwide data system is necessary to provide teachers with the information they need to modify instruction and improve student achievement. To guide this recommendation, the panel referenced descriptive and other noncausal studies that (1) discussed how schools or districts collaboratively created and used data systems, (2) described the importance or provided examples of selecting a system that meets varied users’ needs, (3) explained the successes and challenges schools and districts experienced when implementing their data systems, and (4) advocated the importance or gave examples of system maintenance and security relative to data quality. Appendix D provides details on the characteristics of data systems described in these studies.

How to carry out this recommendation

1. Involve a variety of stakeholders in selecting a data system.

Districts should establish a data-system advisory council that includes representatives from key stakeholder groups (see Table 4). These representatives should understand the importance of data use to make instructional decisions, possess leadership and time-management skills, and be able to effectively communicate
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The panel recommends that the data system advisory council meet frequently (at least bimonthly, and more frequently if possible). Meetings should focus on suggestions for improving the data system, addressing concerns from users about the data system, and identifying professional development needs.

Between meetings, members of the data system advisory council should solicit feedback from their respective stakeholder groups to better understand (1) how data are being used, (2) concerns users have about the system, and (3) how the system could be used in the future. The council should designate one or two of its district-employed members or identify a full-time individual to serve as project manager. These leaders should be tasked with overseeing system development and supporting the execution of the council’s short- and long-term goals. In this way, troubleshooting and decisions regarding the
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Table 4. Sample stakeholder perspectives on data system use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staff Title</th>
<th>Example of Uses of Data System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrators and principals</td>
<td>Compare rates of discipline referrals among different groups of students; discuss student progress and classroom pedagogy with faculty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Place students into correct classes based on prior performance and current schedule constraints; discuss student progress and needs with other building educators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology staff</td>
<td>Assess the interoperability of data systems; identify project scope; build strong project plans; establish standards; manage differentiated access by stakeholders; provide support, maintenance, and enhancements over time; identify challenges that might prevent or hinder systems from working together for timely access to information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support staff</td>
<td>Use attendance and assessment data to identify students for targeted interventions; work with faculty and administration on data use strategies and changing practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>Identify student and class strengths and weaknesses; interact with other staff about student progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>Track immediate student outcomes and compare student performance over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Review scores on recent assessments and track progress on outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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data system can be addressed in a timely, efficient manner outside of council meetings. Recognizing that these designated staff may have other responsibilities, administrators should adjust staff responsibilities to allow for sufficient time to execute project management tasks.

2. Clearly articulate system requirements relative to user needs.

It is critical for the council to work closely with a representative of each school’s data team (described in recommendation 3), basing its suggestions for the system’s requirements in the vision articulated by the data team. User needs should dictate system requirement decisions in support of educational achievement, not vice versa.118

The council should consider how the system requirements would account for the following:

- **Access to system and data security.** Staff in different roles will use data for different purposes and may, therefore, require varied levels of access. Council members should consider whether users need to have access to the system during nonschool hours or from outside the building.119

- **Bandwidth requirements.** Information technology staff should confirm that the quantity of data that can be carried from one point to another in a given time period (bandwidth) is sufficient for relevant and timely data use.120 Also, staff should consider the infrastructure they need to connect hardware, software, and users.

- **Consistent student and teacher IDs.** To enable users to access a complete picture of a student, an effective data system should include a consistent student ID that allows users to follow students over time and between schools, identify links between students and teachers for courses and curricula, and identify special programs in which the student participates.

- **Consolidation of legacy systems.** Most schools and districts have data systems that are already in use (legacy systems). As system requirements are articulated, the council should make decisions about which functions from legacy systems can be maintained by these systems, and which functions should be replaced by a new system.

- **Cost (initial and maintenance).** The council needs to carefully analyze available resources, including skills necessary to develop and maintain a customized data system, financial and time limitations, staffing needs, initial and ongoing maintenance of data, professional development and training.

Sample existing and new data elements to consider121

- State assessment data
- Interim or benchmark assessment data
- Locally developed formative assessment data
- Attendance records
- Finance and scheduling information
- Student and teacher demographic data

---

118. Abbott (2008); Breiter and Light (2006). Long et al. (2008) provide an example of one district successfully using a data system that was developed after assessing user needs. McREL (2003) advises that purposeful data collection begins by identifying user needs.
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sessions, and system upgrades.\textsuperscript{122} The council also needs to discuss the human and financial resources available to purchase or build a system (see action step 3).\textsuperscript{123}

- **Data storage.** Any data system should be flexible enough to incorporate multiple types of data.\textsuperscript{124} The council should consider the existing data that will need to be incorporated into the new system,\textsuperscript{125} as well as the new data that may be collected and stored in the same system. The data system must provide seamless access to a broad variety of data typically stored in disparate systems, such as disciplinary data, assessment data, student demographics, and grades. This access must be seamless to the user, offering the ability to examine varied types of data concurrently.\textsuperscript{126}

- **Data quality/accuracy and timeliness.** Data that are inaccurate, untimely, or not specific will greatly inhibit educators’ ability to make data-based decisions about teaching and learning practices.\textsuperscript{127} Common assessment data, for example, should be entered in the system immediately. At the outset, leaders should take seriously the need to clean existing data.\textsuperscript{128} Data errors can cause mistrust, and a good data inventory process can prevent major data quality problems.\textsuperscript{129}

- **Hosting.** Servers that house data may be located either within a school district’s data center or at an off-site hosting service, depending on the district’s capacity to maintain the quality and speed of the connection through technological and human support.

- **Interoperability.** The capacity of a system to communicate and exchange data seamlessly with other systems (interoperability) is defined by a standard format for shared data, a set of naming conventions, and a set of rules for interaction among applications. Council members should consider existing data systems to avoid buying future add-ons to facilitate interaction between new and existing systems.\textsuperscript{130} In order to fit the new data system with other data-collection tools, it is important to select systems that are able to share data across databases. Flexibility will allow the district and schools to better adapt existing data to a new system and will facilitate shaping the data system as new needs emerge.

- **Professional development for both end users and information technology (IT) staff.** See action step 4 for more information.

- **Reporting.** The presentation and reporting features of the system should be user-friendly and seamless, producing results that draw on data elements from

\textsuperscript{122} Wayman, Stringfield, and Yakimowski (2004).
\textsuperscript{123} Long et al. (2008).
\textsuperscript{124} Mandinach et al. (2005); Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007); Wayman, Stringfield, and Yakimowski (2004).
\textsuperscript{125} McREL (2003); Wayman, Stringfield, and Yakimowski (2004).
\textsuperscript{126} Wayman (2005); Wayman, Stringfield, and Yakimowski (2004).
\textsuperscript{127} Choppin (2002); Wayman, Stringfield, and Yakimowski (2004).
\textsuperscript{128} Knapp et al. (2006); Wayman, Stringfield, and Yakimowski (2004).
\textsuperscript{129} Choppin (2002); Kerr et al. (2006); Light, Wexler, and Heinze (2005); Mieles and Foley (2005); Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007). Wayman, Stringfield, and Yakimowski (2004) also discuss the importance of data quality.
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multiple systems. Staff in different roles will use data for different purposes and may, therefore, require different reporting features and layouts. Some staff may be initially satisfied with a summary report in HTML or PDF formats but will likely require a flexible query tool that allows them to browse the data and manipulate the output. Additionally, system components should be flexible to account for changes in presentation requirements as staff confront new data or new questions.

- Routines and safeguards. Data quality can be compromised when too many people enter data into the system. To safeguard data, districts could limit data-entry permission to a small, specified number of people who are district certified for data entry. Alternatively, districts could consider providing varying levels of access for reading and entering data by role (e.g., enable teachers to access their students’ data, but not that of other students, or permit principals to access data on all students from their building and enter data when appropriate). Most users—such as teachers, administrators, and support staff—should be granted access to viewing data or creating reports, but only trained or certified users—typically an IT person or designated district-level data administrator—should be allowed to enter and edit data.

The data-system advisory council leaders should develop a publically available written document that specifies recommendations for system capabilities. The data needs of teachers, schools, and districts will likely evolve over time, so the panel recommends that system requirements be reviewed and revised frequently (at least annually) to ensure that the system continues to meet user needs.

3. Determine whether to build or buy the data system.

Considering the needs of stakeholders and district resource limitations (human and financial), the advisory council needs to recommend whether the district should purchase a data system from a vendor (buy) or develop the system internally (build) (see Table 5). Either approach may have hidden costs, such as additional time to build a personalized system or the need to buy add-ons so that an off-the-shelf purchase will better meet the articulated system requirements.

4. Plan and stage the implementation of the data system.

The council’s written plan should address aspects critical to the system’s success, such as maintenance and enhancement needs. Other critical implementation aspects include staged implementation, professional development sessions, and strategies to identify and solve problems. The implementation process should be guided by the council leaders, who should track the implementation process closely to identify areas for improvement.

During early implementation, the council should arrange staged rollouts or pilot tests to mediate the problem of overwhelming

---
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staff with new technology. This approach allows time for staff to adjust to the system, as well as flexibility to modify the system in response to user feedback. The rollout plan should be long range (e.g., spread out over the course of one academic year) and include specific plans (with activities and timelines) for maintenance, training, and end-user support. Further, these opportunities should be tightly linked with specific tasks that are immediately expected of the user, as per the district plan. It is easy to underestimate the time needed to prepare existing data and roll out the system, however, and the implementation plan would benefit from an inflated estimate of the rollout timeline.

The plan also should include professional development and training opportunities tailored to staff needs by considering their technological skills, roles, responsibilities, and the content areas in which they work. Professional development about

---
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the data system should discuss data transparency and safety, system uses and capabilities, and ongoing opportunities for integrating data into instructional practice. (See recommendation 4 for more information about professional development.) The plan also should recognize that implementation responsibility does not end after initial training of staff and deployment of the system. Users may require ongoing technical assistance, and additional trainings will be needed when introducing system refinements and enhancements.

Potential roadblocks and solutions

Roadblock 5.1. The data system’s technological components are challenging for staff who do not consider themselves technologically savvy or are skeptical of using new technologies.

Suggested Approach. The data system should not be implemented and used without accompanying training and support services. When the district is preparing to roll out its data system, the council should ensure that appropriate professional development and technology training sessions are available for a variety of skill levels (see recommendation 4 for more details). In this way, all stakeholders have the opportunity to learn about the data system and develop the skills necessary to utilize the system. District resources should be allocated to ensure that principals and data facilitators can support teachers’ use of data within the school building and a mechanism for providing assistance on an as-needed basis (e.g., a technology help desk) should be in place as soon as educators start using the system.

Roadblock 5.2. The implementation plan contains many technological requirements, but little information on how the system will be used.

Suggested Approach. Before purchasing or developing a data system, ensure that the implementation plan addresses system requirements as they relate to the teaching and learning goals of the district. Be very careful that educational goals are front and center in this plan—the district advisory council should never put technological requirements and considerations for a system before the educational goals the system supports. If the plan clearly articulates how the system relates to learning goals, users will better understand how the system will be used and why that use will support student achievement.

Roadblock 5.3. A data system seems like a financial luxury to many individuals in the district.

Suggested Approach. For districts that prioritize, and indicate as a priority, the use of student data to meet educational improvement goals, a data system must equally be a priority. Ensure that the district’s plan describes how a data system supports these goals in a way that clearly explains and illustrates the necessity of the system, in order to foster support for it.

Glossary of terms as used in this report

Common assessments are those assessments administered in a routine, consistent manner across a state, district, or school. Under this definition, common assessments include annual statewide accountability tests and commercially produced tests, interim assessments, benchmark assessments, and end-of-course tests, as long as they are administered consistently and routinely to provide information that can be compared across classrooms and schools.

Correlational studies look for relationships among variables. Although correlational studies can suggest that a relationship between two variables exists, they do not support an inference that one variable causes a change in another.  

The cycle of inquiry is a process in which educators analyze data—such as demographic, perceptual, school process, and student achievement data—in order to understand how these elements are interrelated and what they suggest about students’ learning needs. As a multistep process, the cycle of inquiry often involves analyzing data to better understand student needs, developing hypotheses about instructional practice, formulating and implementing action plans to improve student learning and achievement, and then once again analyzing data to evaluate student progress and inform next steps.

Data are empirical pieces of information that educators can draw upon to make a variety of instructional and organizational decisions. By themselves, data are not evidence—it takes concepts, theories, and interpretive frames of references to make sense of data. Education-related data may be student focused (e.g., demographics, attendance and behavior, performance on standardized tests) or administrative (e.g., financial and staffing information) in nature but are not limited to these types. Data are typically maintained by state and local education agencies, districts, schools, or teachers (see data warehouse).

Data-based decision making in education refers to teachers, principals, and administrators systematically collecting and analyzing various types of data, including demographic, administrative, process, perceptual, and achievement data, to guide a range of decisions to help improve the success of students and schools. Other common terms include data-driven decision making, data-informed decision making, and evidence-based decision making.

The data culture is a learning environment within a school or district that includes attitudes, values, goals, norms of behavior, and practices, accompanied by an explicit vision for data use by leadership, that characterize a group’s appreciation for the importance and power that data can bring to the decision-making process. It also includes the recognition that data collection is a necessary part of an educator’s responsibilities and that the use of data to influence and inform practice is an essential tool that will be used frequently.

The variables that make up a data system are known as data elements or data indicators.

A data facilitator is an individual charged with helping schools or districts use data effectively to make decisions. Often, data facilitators organize school-based data teams, lead practitioners in a collaborative inquiry process, help interpret data, or educate staff on using data to
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improve instructional practices and student achievement.

The ability to ask and answer questions about collecting, analyzing, and making sense of data is known as **data literacy**. Widespread data literacy among teachers, administrators, and students is a salient characteristic of a data-driven school culture.

**Data quality** refers to the reliability and validity of collected data.

As school-based groups of educators who come together to analyze data and help one another use data effectively, **data teams** often include a school's principal, instructional leader(s), and several teachers. Such teams may lead teachers in using achievement data to identify and respond to students’ learning needs through instructional modifications.

A **data warehouse** is a computer system that stores educational information from several sources and integrates it into a single electronic source. Data warehouses are designed to allow the manipulation, updating, and control of multiple databases that are connected to one another via individual student identification numbers. Capabilities of data warehouses often extend beyond data storage, however, and may include data management and reporting systems used for retrieving and analyzing data.

**Distributed leadership** articulates how leadership work and tasks are shared and supported by individuals and structures across an organization. The social distribution of leadership reflects how work is shared, assigned, or taken up by formal or informal leaders; the situational distribution of leadership explains how organizational structures such as policies, programs, and other materials shape the context in which work is completed.

**Formative assessment** is a process that is intended to provide feedback to teachers and students at regular intervals during the course of instruction. The purpose of formative assessment is to influence the teaching and learning process so as to close the gap between current learning and a desired goal. Assessments used for formative purposes—often called formative assessments—are those that are “given in the classroom by the teacher for the explicit purpose of diagnosing where students are in their learning, where gaps in knowledge and understanding exist, and how to help teachers and students improve student learning. The assessment is embedded within the learning activity and linked directly to the current unit of instruction.“

However, because most assessments can be used in both formative and summative ways, the term **formative** refers less to a particular type of assessment than to the purposes for which the assessment is used.

A **hypothesis** is a “tentative assumption made in order to draw out and test its logical or empirical consequences.” Within the cycle of inquiry, it is an evidence-based assumption about students' learning needs that teachers can test using instructional modifications and follow-up data about student performance.

**Interim assessments** are typically administered on a school- or districtwide scale at regular intervals during a single school year. Although the results from interim assessments may be used at the teacher or student level, the assessment is typically designed to be aggregated at a level beyond the classroom, such as the school or district level.

---
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Assessments may be used in both formative and summative ways.

**Interoperability** refers to the capacity of a system to communicate and exchange data seamlessly with other systems, defined by a standard format for shared data, a set of naming conventions, and a set of rules for interaction among applications. For the purposes of this guide, the term is used in a technical-systems context.

**Summative assessment** is a process that establishes what students have and have not accomplished at the culmination of a specific unit of instruction, such as a curriculum unit, grading period, or school year. Rather than specifically informing the learning process as it takes place, summative assessment is intended to evaluate the knowledge and skills of the test taker at a given point in time. Assessments used for summative purposes—often called summative assessments—also may be used to evaluate the effectiveness of programs, school improvement goals, or curriculum alignment processes. However, because most assessments can be used in both formative and summative ways, the term *summative* refers less to a particular type of assessment than to the purposes for which the assessment is used. Assessments that often are used in summative ways include state assessments, district benchmark or interim assessments, end-of-unit or end-of-chapter tests, end-of-term exams, and scores that are used for accountability of schools (AYP) and students (report card grades).154

**Triangulation** is the process of using multiple data sources to address a particular question or problem and using evidence from each source to illuminate or temper evidence from other sources. It also can be thought of as using each data source to test and confirm evidence from other sources in order to arrive at a well-justified decision.

Appendix A. Postscript from the Institute of Education Sciences

What is a practice guide?

The health care professions have embraced a mechanism for assembling and communicating evidence-based advice to practitioners about care for specific clinical conditions. Variously called practice guidelines, treatment protocols, critical pathways, best practice guides, or simply practice guides, these documents are systematically developed recommendations about the course of care for frequently encountered problems, ranging from physical conditions, such as foot ulcers, to psychosocial conditions, such as adolescent development.155

Practice guides are similar to the products of typical expert consensus panels in reflecting the views of those serving on the panel and the social decisions that come into play as the positions of individual panel members are forged into statements that all panel members are willing to endorse. Practice guides, however, are generated under three constraints that do not typically apply to consensus panels. The first is that a practice guide consists of a list of discrete recommendations that are actionable. The second is that those recommendations taken together are intended to be a coherent approach to a multifaceted problem. The third, which is most important, is that each recommendation is explicitly connected to the level of evidence supporting it, with the level represented by a grade (strong, moderate, or low).

The levels of evidence, or grades, are usually constructed around the value of particular types of studies for drawing causal conclusions about what works. Thus, one typically finds that a strong level of evidence is drawn from a body of randomized controlled trials, the moderate level from well-designed studies that do not involve randomization, and the low level from the opinions of respected authorities (see Table 1). Levels of evidence also can be constructed around the value of particular types of studies for other goals, such as the reliability and validity of assessments.

Practice guides also can be distinguished from systematic reviews or meta-analyses such as What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) intervention reviews or statistical meta-analyses, which employ statistical methods to summarize the results of studies obtained from a rule-based search of the literature. Authors of practice guides seldom conduct the types of systematic literature searches that are the backbone of a meta-analysis, although they take advantage of such work when it is already published. Instead, authors use their expertise to identify the most important research with respect to their recommendations, augmented by a search of recent publications to ensure that the research citations are up-to-date. Furthermore, the characterization of the quality and direction of the evidence underlying a recommendation in a practice guide relies less on a tight set of rules and statistical algorithms and more on the judgment of the authors than would be the case in a quality meta-analysis. Another distinction is that a practice guide, because it aims for a comprehensive and coherent approach, operates with more numerous and more contextualized statements of what works than does a typical meta-analysis.

Thus, practice guides sit somewhere between consensus reports and meta-analyses in the degree to which systematic processes are used for locating relevant research and characterizing its meaning.

Practice guides are more like consensus panel reports than meta-analyses in the breadth and complexity of the topic that is addressed. Practice guides are different from both consensus reports and meta-analyses in providing advice at the level of specific action steps along a pathway that represents a more-or-less coherent and comprehensive approach to a multifaceted problem.

**Practice guides in education at the Institute of Education Sciences**

IES publishes practice guides in education to bring the best available evidence and expertise to bear on the types of systemic challenges that cannot currently be addressed by single interventions or programs. Although IES has taken advantage of the history of practice guides in health care to provide models of how to proceed in education, education is different from health care in ways that may require that practice guides in education have somewhat different designs. Even within health care, where practice guides now number in the thousands, there is no single template in use. Rather, one finds descriptions of general design features that permit substantial variation in the realization of practice guides across subspecialties and panels of experts.\(^{156}\) Accordingly, the templates for IES practice guides may vary across practice guides and change over time and with experience.

The steps involved in producing an IES-sponsored practice guide are first to select a topic, which is informed by formal surveys of practitioners and requests. Next, a panel chair is recruited who has a national reputation and up-to-date expertise in the topic. Third, the chair, working in collaboration with IES, selects a small number of panelists to coauthor the practice guide. These are people the chair believes can work well together and have the requisite expertise to be a convincing source of recommendations. IES recommends that at least one of the panelists be a practitioner with experience relevant to the topic being addressed. The chair and the panelists are provided a general template for a practice guide along the lines of the information provided in this appendix. They also are provided with examples of practice guides. The practice guide panel works under a short deadline of six to nine months to produce a draft document. The expert panel members interact with and receive feedback from staff at IES during the development of the practice guide, but they understand that they are the authors and, thus, responsible for the final product.

One unique feature of IES-sponsored practice guides is that they are subjected to rigorous external peer review through the same office that is responsible for independent review of other IES publications. A critical task of the peer reviewers of a practice guide is to determine whether the evidence cited in support of particular recommendations is up-to-date and that studies of similar or better quality that point in a different direction have not been ignored. Peer reviewers also are asked to evaluate whether the evidence grade assigned to particular recommendations by the practice guide authors is appropriate. A practice guide is revised as necessary to meet the concerns of external peer reviews and gain the approval of the standards and review staff at IES. The process of external peer review is carried out independent of the office and staff within IES that instigated the practice guide.

Because practice guides depend on the expertise of their authors and their group decision making, the content of a practice guide is not and should not be viewed as a set of recommendations that in every case depends on and flows inevitably from scientific research. It is not only possible but also likely that two teams of recognized experts working independently to produce
a practice guide on the same topic would generate products that differ in important respects. Thus, consumers of practice guides need to understand that they are, in effect, getting the advice of consultants. These consultants should, on average, provide substantially better advice than an individual school district might obtain on its own because the authors are national authorities who have to reach agreement among themselves, justify their recommendations in terms of supporting evidence, and undergo rigorous independent peer review of their product.
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Appendix D. Technical information on the studies

The body of research on how educators use data to make instructional decisions consists mainly of studies that do not use a causal design (such as qualitative and descriptive studies), as well as secondary analyses (such as literature reviews, meta-analyses, and implementation guides). Most of the literature consulted provides context for and examples of the recommended steps. In drawing from this research to formulate this guide, the panel developed recommendations that are accompanied by low evidence ratings, because few studies used causal designs testing the effectiveness of these recommendations. Of those studies that used causal designs, four met WWC standards with or without reservations. None of those four directly tested the effectiveness of the discrete practices recommended by the panel (i.e., the experimental condition in the studies combined a recommended practice with other aspects, which means that the panel cannot attribute effects observed in the studies to the practices they advise).

This appendix describes the content and findings of some of the studies the panel used to inform its recommendations. It highlights how schools have implemented and are using processes for making instructional changes based on student data and also discusses the findings of causal studies as they relate to the panel’s recommendations. For each recommendation, this appendix also presents a summary of one or more key studies both to illustrate how the study supports the panel’s recommendation and to provide further examples for the reader.

Recommendation 1. Make data part of an ongoing cycle of instructional improvement

Level of evidence: Low

For this recommendation, the panel drew on its own expertise as well as examples within studies that used qualitative designs to describe how educators have implemented an inquiry cycle for data use. These resources provided needed details about the inquiry cycle, especially when, examining the available evidence, the panel determined that no studies rigorously tested the effect of using an inquiry cycle as a framework for data use on student achievement. One study, summarized below, illustrates how such a cycle can be implemented and indicates the types of data that teachers and administrators wish to use as they examine performance, develop hypotheses, and modify instruction.

Example of a study that describes districts that make data part of an ongoing cycle of instructional improvement.

In a combined case study of two groups of schools, Herman and Gribbons (2001) describe how the districts implemented an inquiry process, detailing the processes for assessing student performance, understanding areas of curriculum strengths and weaknesses, and making curricular changes to address those strengths and weaknesses. The researchers coached the schools through implementing an inquiry process designed to raise student achievement. Although the panel recognizes that coaching of this type will not be available to all schools or districts that implement an inquiry cycle for data use, this example illustrates one way that schools could implement such a cycle in the absence of coaching.

The researchers had the districts begin by assembling data from a variety of sources.

Available data were categorized as follows:

- achievement on state- and district-required tests;
- language proficiency;
- demographics;
- program participation (e.g., Title I, gifted, special education); and
- attendance and course history (in secondary schools).

To encourage study schools to initiate their inquiry processes and assist them with measuring student progress (recommendation 1, action step 2), the researchers asked schools to begin their data analysis by reflecting on three descriptive questions: (1) How are we doing? (2) Are we serving all students well? and (3) What are our relative strengths and weaknesses? Schools were given a report card, which summarized existing data in the categories listed above, as a tool for school administrators to communicate about the process and initiate discussions about needs and goals with staff and parents. Based on these initial measures, the schools developed hypotheses (recommendation 1, action step 2) about student achievement. For example, one secondary school noticed that most of the students had not come from the typical feeder school and had concerns about whether a discontinuity of curriculum for students not coming via the typical route might cause achievement problems. The school hypothesized that students who had attended the local middle school might have higher achievement on some measures than would students from a different background. The school then engaged in a comparison of the achievement of students who fed into the school from different locations.

After testing this hypothesis, the secondary school discovered that students being bused from more remote locations had particular problems in 10th-grade math achievement. Upon further discussion and analysis of this lesson from the data (recommendation 1, action step 3), the school discovered a potential curriculum problem. The school conducting the analysis used a nontraditional math sequence, which was aligned to the curriculum from the local middle school because it offered the first course in that sequence before sending students to high school, but students from other areas took a different course, resulting in a discontinuity of curriculum for those students. In fact, similarly bussed students who attended the last year of middle school at the traditional feeder school did not have problems in 10th-grade math that were as severe as those of their bussed peers who came from a different middle school. Therefore, the school decided to modify instruction (recommendation 1, action step 3) by providing a spring and summer course for students from nontraditional feeder schools who failed the first semester of math. The school also provided additional curriculum supports to help bring the students up to speed with their peers.

Finally, in keeping with the cyclical nature of the inquiry process, school staff assessed the effectiveness of the instructional modification by examining data from students who took the new course.

**Recommendation 2. Teach students to examine their own data and set learning goals**

**Level of evidence: Low**

The panel identified two randomized experiments that met WWC standards (one of these with reservations) while testing the effectiveness of instructional practices
### Table D1. Studies cited in recommendation 2 that meet WWC standards with or without reservations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brief Citation</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phillips et al. (1993)</td>
<td>General education classrooms in a southeastern, urban school district</td>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>(1) Curriculum-based measurement (CBM) combined with instructional recommendations and peer tutoring assignments. CBM consisted of biweekly assessments that provided information about trend scores and students to watch. (2) CBM alone. (Both CBM conditions included student feedback.)</td>
<td>(3) Control group with which teachers used their conventional practices for planning and monitoring.</td>
<td>Number digits correct on Math Operations Test–Revised.</td>
<td>(1) vs. (2): +41, ns (1) vs. (3): +107, sig (2) vs. (3): +51, ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May and Robinson (2007)a</td>
<td>Randomly selected districts in Ohio</td>
<td>High school students and teachers</td>
<td>Personalized Assessment Reporting System (PARS), a report of the Ohio graduation test (OGT) for teachers, parents, and students with colorful and graphic summaries of student performance, and an interactive website with advice for students to improve their scores.</td>
<td>Standard OGT reports for teachers, parents, and students with less color and graphics. All districts (including treatment) could access website of practice tests.</td>
<td>(1) OGT scaled scores (2) OGT retake scores (among students failing at least one sub-test on first try)</td>
<td>(1) Authors report no significant difference between students in treatment and comparison districts. (2) PARS students were more likely than control students to retake the test and to score higher in math, science, and social studies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ns**=not significant  
**sig**=statistically significant  

a. May and Robinson (2007) did not report the means and standard deviations needed for the WWC to calculate effect sizes or confirm the statistical significance of the authors’ claims.
that included student self-examination of assessment data among other elements. However, neither study tested the sole effect of student data use; rather, students’ involvement with their own data was part of multifaceted interventions in which teachers and specialized staff also were using student data (Table D1). In the first study, there were large effects on student achievement, one of which was statistically significant. Authors of the second study also reported significant achievement effects, but the WWC could not confirm that finding because the study did not report the means and standard deviations used to calculate the effects.

The second experiment compared two school districts in Ohio, both of which released reports about student performance on an annual state test to teachers, parents, and students. An interactive website used by these districts also allowed students in the treatment condition to access directions on how to improve their scores and skills through online tutorials and question-and-answer sessions. Although the authors reported that students in the treatment condition were more likely than other students to retake the test after failing at least one subtest—and to have higher scores in math, science, and social studies when they did retake the test—the study did not report the means and standard deviations of the outcome measures, so the WWC was not able to verify statistical significance.

To provide readers with a sense of how students use data and teachers provide feedback, the panel offers the following example from a study that used a less rigorous design.

Example of a study that describes how a teacher can explain expectations, provide timely and constructive feedback, and help students learn from that feedback.

Clymer and Wiliam’s (2007) pilot study of a standards-based grading system at a suburban Pennsylvania 8th-grade classroom is closely related to the panel’s first two suggested action steps in recommendation 2. The teacher in the study mapped 10 content standards to five marking periods and identified tasks and skills for students to improve their proficiency on each standard. The teacher then developed a performance-rating system using a colored “stoplight” to reflect beginning knowledge (red), developing knowledge (yellow), or mastery (green) of these standards. The colored categories translated into numeric scores at the end of each marking period and were aggregated to generate a student’s overall grade in the course.

The teacher explained expectations (recommendation 2, action step 1) by sharing the content standards and corresponding ratings with the students and explaining that grades would be based on understanding
of the material at the end of each marking period. Rather than assigning grades, the teacher provided feedback (recommendation 2, action step 2) to students with weekly reports on their progress toward each standard (using the colored stoplight) and helped students learn from that feedback (recommendation 2, action step 3) by encouraging them to revise their work or complete additional assignments to demonstrate better mastery in red and yellow areas. The panel considers this type of feedback to be both timely and constructive. The study also suggested that the teacher provide tools to help students learn from this feedback, but did not describe the tools or feedback process in detail.

The authors reported that the class in the pilot study showed greater achievement gains in science over the course of a school year than did a similar class not participating in the pilot, although they caution that the design of the study means that these results may not be generalizable to other classrooms. When surveyed, students participating in the study also reported that receiving teacher feedback about how to correct their performance, as well as their accuracy, was helpful.

Recommendation 3. Establish a clear vision for schoolwide data use

Level of evidence: Low

The panel used several studies with qualitative designs as resources for information on how some schools have implemented practices similar to those they recommend, and for concrete examples to clarify its suggested action steps. This section provides brief overviews of specific qualitative studies that showcase examples of how the recommended action steps have been implemented. No studies examined by the panel used a causal design to examine how establishing a vision for data use affects student achievement.

Examples of establishing and depending on schoolwide leadership for continuous data use.

A case study by Halverson et al. (2007) examined the practices of four schools recognized for their strong leadership in using data to make instructional decisions (while also recording student achievement gains). The researchers gathered data through structured interviews with principals and other school leaders as well as through observations of staff meetings and events relevant to data use.

In these four schools, principals and teachers met regularly to reflect on assessment results and to discuss how to modify practice. Administrators provided activities for teachers and principals to work together to discern patterns in the data and to develop hypotheses and courses of action to address perceived needs for instructional change. At several school-level faculty meetings throughout the year, staff revisited the goals. Faculty meetings around data occurred at least quarterly in study schools, and one school had weekly meetings focused on students’ behavioral data. Staff involved in school-level data examination and instructional change decisions included principals, classroom teachers, special education teachers, and school psychologists. Some examples of methods that principals used to encourage their staff to take leadership for data use included scheduling small team meetings for all teachers in a given grade; inviting all staff to beginning and end-of-year meetings at which the school used achievement data to assess progress; and asking teachers to use annual assessment data to identify areas in which the current curriculum had too much, or too little, emphasis on required concepts.

Example of how schools could approach defining teaching and learning concepts.
Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007) conducted a case study of how a school district uses, and could more efficiently use, data for instructional decisions. The authors indicated that districts or systems in which staff do not have a shared definition of teaching and learning will experience barriers and challenges to agreeing on learning goals, and they specifically advocated that the educators should begin by answering four questions about data and instruction: “(1) What do we mean by learning and achievement? (2) How will we conduct and support teaching and learning? (3) How will we know teaching and learning when we see it? (4) What action will we take based on our results?” (p. 42). The panel provides these questions as examples but recognizes that the answers to these questions will vary widely as schools and districts respond in ways that account for their local circumstances.

**Example of districts that develop a written plan to use data in support of articulated goals.**

Datnow, Park, and Wohlstetter (2007) conducted case studies of eight urban schools from two public school districts and two charter school systems. The study districts were selected from a pool of 25 districts that were recommended by researchers and experts in the field as being at the forefront of using performance results for instructional decision making. The researchers selected two schools per district/system after receiving recommendations from district-level staff about which schools were most engaged in the process of using data to inform instruction. In each district, researchers interviewed staff from the central office, building-level staff at each school, and at least five teachers per school, for a total of 70 staff interviews over the course of three months in 2006. The researchers also conducted informal school and classroom observations and reviewed relevant documents.

In synthesizing the results from the eight schools, researchers identified that one practice the schools shared was their use of assessment data to set measurable goals for student, classroom, school, and system progress. The authors noted that setting goals for students is a “precondition for effective data-driven decisionmaking” (p. 20). Schools found the most success in defining goals that were focused and specific. For example, in one district, the goals for the year were (1) all students will score a 3 and at least two-thirds of students will score a 4 on the schoolwide writing assignment; (2) all students will be at grade level for reading in the spring, or at least two levels above where they were in the fall; and (3) all students will be at the proficient level on the math benchmark test by the spring. Staff and administrators from all levels (classroom, building, and system) were involved in goal-setting decisions.

The authors concluded that the eight schools used the goal-setting process as a starting point for developing a system-wide plan for data use, forming the foundation for a data culture that had buy-in from staff at all levels. Leaders at the system level across the study schools reported that explicitly stating their expectations for when and how educators would use assessment data was instrumental in encouraging staff to use data rather than intuition to shape instructional decisions. At the schools in public districts, system leaders experienced more challenges fostering staff buy-in than did leaders in charter systems; researchers and staff attributed this to the need to overcome institutional practices in the public districts that did not exist in charter schools.
Table D2. Scheduling approaches for teacher collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Time and Planning Strategies</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **School A** | 1. Once every month, the school day begins two hours later—teachers meet during this time to engage in the activities described in the column to the right. School makes up this accumulated time by extending the school year. | a. School staff review district standards and realign the assessments they use accordingly.  
   b. School staff continuously reevaluate this work and discuss and plan changes as needed. |
|          |                             |            |
| **School B** | 1. School staff is released early from school once per week for at least 45 minutes. This time is added to other days throughout the week.  
   2. The entire staff meets weekly for one hour before school. Staff decreased the “nuts and bolts” of the meetings and prioritized work related to assessment. | a. Schools use allotted time to align curriculum across grades with the state standards. This process is driven by student assessment data.  
   b. School staff continuously reevaluate this work and discuss and plan changes as needed. |
| **School C** | 1. Same-grade teachers meet informally during weekly planning periods and formally every six weeks. To accommodate these planning periods, students in entire grades are sent to "specials" (e.g., gym, art classes). Time also is allotted at regularly scheduled staff meetings.  
   2. Teachers are released from teaching duties several days each year and are replaced by substitute teachers.  
   3. Teachers meet with the principal up to three times each year. | a. Staff discuss students’ progress according to the “developmental continuums” written by school staff.  
   b. Teachers administer individual assessments to students.  
   c. Staff discuss reports on assessment data from district research department. |
| **School D** | 1. Teachers request time to meet with each other during school hours; substitutes are hired to support this. In addition, teachers meet after school.  
   2. Teachers meet in “within-grade” and “subject area” teams during their planning hours once per week. | a. Staff members share knowledge gained from professional development activities that addressed curriculum and assessment. They also discuss student mastery of standards and other outcomes and possible intervention strategies. |

**Recommendation 4. Provide supports that foster a data-driven culture within the school**

*Level of evidence: Low*

The panel identified no causal studies meeting WWC standards that specifically examined the effectiveness of staff supports with respect to student outcomes. Two randomized trials of interventions that included coaching for teachers around data use along with other treatment condition aspects met WWC standards (one with and one without reservations). In both cases, however, the treatment condition incorporated many elements of which teacher support was just one, and neither reported a discernible effect on student achievement. The panel examined other studies, which did not use designs rigorous enough to meet WWC standards, and noted specific examples of how the recommended action steps have been implemented.

In a randomized trial that met WWC standards with reservations, Jones and Krouse (1988) randomly assigned student teachers to one of two groups that received coaching. One group received coaching on classroom management; the other received coaching on classroom management and data use for making instructional changes. The data-use intervention included individualized coaching by supervisors on how the teachers could use assessment and behavioral data to track student progress and make changes in the classroom. Teachers in the data-use group reported more frequently using pupil observations to make instructional decisions, but the study authors make no claims about whether this difference was statistically significant, nor does the study include information the WWC would need to calculate statistical significance. There was also no statistically significant difference in the reading and math outcomes of the students assigned to these two groups of teachers.

Another randomized trial, which met WWC standards, compared the reading achievement of elementary school students with disabilities whose teachers used two types of progress monitoring (curriculum based versus teacher developed) and received two types of consultation from mentors (group and individual), for a total of four groups. Related to this recommendation was the author’s finding that students whose teachers had group consultation did not perform as well as those whose teachers had individual coaching, but the effect was not statistically significant, failing to provide the panel with strong causal support for recommending that teachers receive individual versus group consultation.

To provide readers with a sense for how other schools designate structured time for data use and provide professional development to support staff data use, the panel offers the following examples from studies that used less rigorous designs.

**Example of a school/district study that designates structured time for data use.**

Cromey and Hanson (2000) conducted a qualitative study of how schools use assessment data from multiple sources, aiming to identify characteristics of schools that make valuable use of their data. After interviewing district administrators, principals, teachers, and other building staff from nine schools about how they collect and use student assessment data, the researchers identified six characteristics of schools with well-developed assessment systems. The characteristic most applicable to recommendation 4, action step 2, is that these schools specifically allocate time for their staff to reflect collaboratively on how they will use student assessment data to guide their instructional decisions. Table D2, drawn from this study, describes the approaches four schools used to schedule collaboration time. Although the panel did

---


not have evidence that these approaches are effective for increasing student achievement, they reproduce this table here to provide an array of examples to readers.

**Example of how school/district provided targeted and regular professional development opportunities.**

Anderegg’s (2007) case study of data use in several Alaska school districts has findings relevant to the panel’s third suggested action step for recommendation 4. The author explored several aspects of data use, including professional development around data use and analysis for teachers, school administrators, and district superintendents. A mixed-method approach was used to collect and analyze data. The author implemented a written survey in 53 districts, conducted follow-up telephone surveys, and studied paper records describing data use and school in-service plans at select sites.

Survey questions focused on professional development targeted toward “the use of data analysis methods and skills, such as finding patterns and/or systemic relationships between variables” (p. 171), although respondents also were given the opportunity to respond to open-ended questions on existing and desired professional development. The majority of respondents reported receiving some kind of data training, with 12 percent of administrators and four percent of teachers receiving training at least monthly. More than one-third of respondents reported never receiving such training. The study found that regular professional development (recommendation 4, action step 3) around data use and analysis is not widespread.

The study’s findings suggest that teachers would be interested in receiving more frequent professional development around data use and analysis. All of the teachers receiving data training at least monthly reported that such training was sufficient, compared to only three percent of respondents who never received training. Administrators were less likely than teachers to show interest in more frequent training—only 14 percent of administrators reporting no training thought that this was insufficient.

Teachers, administrators, and superintendents proposed ways to improve professional development around data use and analysis. A majority of all respondents suggested that data training be focused on analysis to inform teachers’ day-to-day implementation of “standards, curriculum, and instruction” and provide resources for doing so (p. 114). All three groups also addressed the frequency of data training—the majority of superintendents and administrators cited the need to engage in “ongoing discussions and analysis,” and more than one-quarter of teachers suggested that they needed more time to analyze and discuss data and plan accordingly (p. 116). Sixty-three percent of superintendents cited the need for access to disaggregated data or training on “specific data analysis tools” (p. 89).

Given that this study was conducted in mostly rural Alaska school districts, the author cautions that these findings may not be representative of more urban districts or those in other states. Furthermore, this study does not present any evidence suggesting that frequent and targeted professional development leads to increased data use and analysis and will support the overall goal of creating a data-driven culture within a school.

**Recommendation 5. Develop and maintain a districtwide data system**

**Level of evidence: Low**

The panel identified no studies that used a rigorous design to test how developing and maintaining a data system impact student achievement. To assist districts with
thinking through the process of obtaining, launching, and maintaining a system, the panel drew examples from qualitative and descriptive studies of how other districts have approached the challenge of identifying the correct data system.

**Example of how one school district involved stakeholders in the decision to build a data system, articulated requirements, and then implemented the new system.**

Long et al. (2008) conducted an implementation study of a data warehouse in one school district by conducting interviews with staff at all levels. When this school district determined it should build (recommendation 5, action step 3) its own data warehouse to meet rising state and federal data needs, the district’s accountability and research department led the team that developed the new system. To involve stakeholders (recommendation 5, action step 1) in selecting the system and to articulate system requirements (recommendation 5, action step 2), that department began by assessing the needs of data users. Then, the team planned and staged implementation (recommendation 5, action step 4) of the system by building one system module at a time, a process that the developers reported “kept [the project] alive by not trying to design every part of the system at once” (p. 216). Some features of the final system include

- combining data from multiple sources, including assessment, demographic, school profile, and special program data;

- providing access to handouts, a statistics chat, and frequently asked questions;

- creating a graphing tool that enables users to examine assessment and demographic data from different periods of time and at different levels of aggregation. Users access the reporting features using predesigned queries and web-based reports; and

- providing access to instructional suggestions based on a student’s performance that teachers can link to from the area on students’ assessment data.

**Example of how a group of districts involved stakeholders, articulated system requirements, and implemented new data systems (both built and bought).**

Mieles and Foley (2005) conducted a case study focused on the implementation processes, successes, and challenges of data-warehouse technology. The study was based on interview data from educators and education-technology experts in eight urban school districts that were at different points in the process of implementing data warehouses. The eight districts involved stakeholders (recommendation 5, action step 1) in systems decisions by engaging staff from multiple levels. These stakeholders included superintendents, principals, school board members, experts at neighboring school districts, staff with expertise in instruction and assessment, and external vendors with technical expertise. Six of the districts convened planning committees staffed by stakeholders with different roles.

These committees articulated systems requirements (recommendation 5, action step 2) by developing needs assessments and planned for staged rollouts by coming to agreement on what data the system would collect and use, who would use it, and what systems would be replaced by the new approach. In the final product, the staff interviewed for the study had a range of formats and levels of access to reports that drew on the warehouse data. Particularly useful to these staff was the ability to “drill down” and explore the demographic and administrative data in the warehouse to look for patterns of how they might be associated with achievement. In some districts, the
capability to do so was limited by staff roles for security and confidentiality reasons. To address security concerns, some districts introduced or planned to introduce differentiated access to their data warehouse by staff role in order to protect privacy and provide security.

When planning and staging implementation (recommendation 5, action step 4), some districts participating in the study requested demonstrations or pilots and got feedback from users about system features before full implementation of a data warehouse. Most districts had implemented a data warehouse within a year of beginning their inquiry process, and all districts experienced ongoing modifications and expansions to the system after it was implemented based on increased capacity and growing demands from users. Districts not using external vendors found that cross-departmental communication and onsite support from internal staff for those using the data warehouse were essential to implementation. Some districts faced unexpectedly onerous challenges with cleaning and integrating data that originated from multiple sources and indicated that data dictionaries defining the values of variables were a successful long-term solution for some districts that began with data quality difficulties. After launching a data warehouse, all study districts discovered that they needed more time and resources than expected for data quality assurance, but they also found that high-quality data were essential to convincing staff to use the new system.

Example of a study advising a school district on how to proceed with its data-system decisions, including issues of which staff to involve in choosing system requirements and implementing the system.

Wayman, Cho, and Johnston (2007), after being commissioned to conduct an in-depth case study of one district’s data use capacities and needs, advised the district to involve stakeholders (recommendation 5, action step 1) from “every level of the district” (p. 11), in a conversation about what data mean and why they are important and useful to staff. Then, the authors advised the district to acquire an integrated computer data system, beginning with a clearly articulated understanding of system requirements (recommendation 5, action step 2). The authors advised that the final system should be intuitive, easy to use, and flexible to pull data from or export data to other systems or programs. This interoperability of systems and ease of use, when available together, could allow staff to overcome barriers that had previously prevented them from optimal use of student data to inform their decisions. The authors further recommended that the district carefully consider security needs for their data system as their data-based decision-making process evolved. Specific suggestions included development of policies to govern which staff should have access to which types of data, how and when staff should access data, and how the system would be encrypted or otherwise protected. In this study, the authors specifically advised the district to buy a data warehouse (recommendation 5, action step 3) to hold all of these data from multiple sources, based on their evaluation of the district, which showed that it needed a system immediately and did not have the technical capacity to build one.

Finally, they advised the district to plan an implementation (recommendation 5, action step 4) that consisted of a gradual roll-out of new system pieces, beginning with those that “will provide the most value and immediate impact” (p. 52) in order to keep the implementation process moving while simultaneously gaining user buy-in.
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